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The eye cannot say to the band, "1 don? need you!" And the head cannot 
say to the feet, "1 don? need you!" 

1 Cor. 12:2 1, New International Version 

Thus vacillate 1 between dangerous pleasure and tried soundness; being 
hclined rather (though 1 pronounce no irrevocable opinion upon the 
subject) to approve of the use of singing in the church, that so by the 
delights of the ear the weaker min& may be stimulated to a devotional 
m e .  Yet when I confess myselfto be more moved by the singing than by 
what is sung, 1 confess myselfto have s h e d  criminally, and then 1 would 
rather not have heard the singing. See now the condition 1 am in! 

Saint Augustine 
Confessions. X, Ch. 3 3 

If there were a law of nature to which to appeal in such a matter, surely it 
would decree first that academicdy propagated creatures are unnatural 
species . . . 

Maxine S heet s- JO hnstone 
1996. 12 

Music is only inhaled - not Song, wthmg that your tongue has shaped, but 
something in the ear that seales in the flesh and W y  in our bones. 

E.D. Blodgett 
1996,56 



The discipline of musicology has anaiyzed the musical object in çuch varied 

manifestations as a live performance, a Wfitten score, a sound recording, and a 

cu1turaYsocial construct, but has rarely viewed music as a lived experience. This paper 

incorporates phenomeno logical methodology and perspectives within musicological 

inquiry, to arrive at a theoretical conception of the essense of the expenence of listening to 

Western art music. While traditional musical writings tend to uphold a Cartesian 

opposition of mind and body that privileges the mental cognition of music, iistening is 

treated here as an expenence that is necessir@ rooted in the physical body. The impact of 

recording technology on the listening experience, particularly those technologies that 

ailow musical objects to be heard in diverse physical contexts, are then exarnined. When 

academic disciplines f d  to address listening as an embodied process, they risk arriving at a 

one-dimensional and socially over-determined int erpretat ion of recording techno logy ' s 

influence over musical phenornena. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

The linking of music with the sod, the kart, the mind - the incorporeal self - has 

long been a foundational assumption in how Western philosophers and scholars analyze 

music. Greek philosophers such as Plato and ~ristotle'  laid the foundations for the 

development of Cartesian dualism and the split between human mind and body, 

philosophical ideas which came to have a tremendous influence over the formation of 

Westem philosophical thought in both the sciences and the humanities. The habitua1 

inteUectual division of body and rnind, the overlooking of the "lived body" (Leder 1990), 

has helped to foster a particular view of how music should be heard, and of how human 

rninds and bodies should relate to "great music." The field of musicological study has 

traditionally focused on questions that concem the object of music: what is the meaning of 

a particular piece of music, which pieces are "great" and what makes them "great," how a 

particular piece is structured and organized. Recentiy, musicology has examined how 

various social and cultural factors may innuence a piece's composition and reception. 

Without denigrating the value of such approaches, I wiiI not be focusing on a particular 

]In both Plato's Republic, and Aristotle's Polirics, the ideal public education for 
young people is descn id  as a balance of difEerent topics, some of which disciphed the 
mind and some of which trained the body. For example, "gyrnnastics" would take care of 
physical needs, while the right kind of music helped to shape the "soul." (Republic 
3.41 2A) 



musical object (and consequently, 1 will not need to address how 1 would juste my 

selection), or on the changing ways in which Western suciety defines and uses the musical 

object, but rather on finding a usefùl and relevant means to descnbe the experience of 

listening to Western art music. The musical object may well have changed with the advent 

of recording technology (and establishing such a thesis raises its own issues and 

problerns), but just as importantly, 1 believe technology has effected changes in the 

embodied listening experience, and has had a cornmensunite and consequent Mpact upon 

our view of, and expectations for, the object. 

No one listens to music in a cultural and social vacuum, and our awareness of this 

fact has led to music studies that investigate beyond the theoretical or aura1 dimensions of 

the musical object itself. 1 wodd like to introduce the further position that no one Mens 

to music without a living body. If we want to have and articulate a dynarnic conception of 

musical experience - its composition, its performance, and its Listening - than we should 

recognize ourselves as embodied persons within a cultural context who are engaged both 

mentally, spiritually and physicdy when we hear music. In posing this premise, 1 hope to 

isolate and understand the effects of technology on musical listening in a way that neither 

nostalgically pines for the so-called naturahess and spontaneity of unrecorded live 

performance, nor advocates a distant utopian ideal of music technologically "fieed" of the 

body's limitations. While various writers, both musicians and those mainly active in other 

disciplines, have based their predictive visions in part on the unarticulated assumption that 

technology will trigger changes in how we experience music, their discussions of musical 

expenence are ofien rnarked by the same curious unwillingness evident in traditional 



musicology to understand musical experience as a function of the body.* 

The lived body is pivota1 to my conception of musical experience. If one accepts 

that sound and music are phenornena that exkt in reality, one must acknowledge that 

listening to music is an experience that involves sensory input and bodily sensation. The 

auditory sense may be the most obvious and primary source of sensory input, but other 

senses such as vision and touch, and the feel of rhythmic impulse, rnay also be part of the 

experience. In other words, human bemgs receive music through their bodies. Music may 

be electronicdy produced, culturally "reified," econornicdy and politically objectified, 

socially resistant, and technically reproduced, but it is still perceived and received through 

our bodies. In and of itself, such an assertion does not necessarily imply an unchanging or 

metaphysical aspect to either music or the process of listening to music, but merely 

involves an attempt to posit a comrnon starting point to the human experience of music. 1 

propose to adopt the methods of phenomenology to arrive at a conception of the 

experience of listening to music; the symbiotic interaction of this experience with the kinds 

of changed circumstances and experiences made possible only through recordmg 

technology - especially technologies that d o w  for musical objects to be heard in diverse 

21n fact, writers in other disciplines who deliberately set out to take an 
interdisciplinary approach to the expenences of the lived body have generally avoided the 
area of music, concentrating înstead on such areas as medicine (Sheets- JO hnstone, 1 Wîb)  
and vinial medium such as fine art (Crowther, 1993) and television (Brunette, 1994). In 
the area of music, musician Glenn Gould, and economist Jacques Attali, have written 
pieces that generally pay linle attention to the lived reality of musical iistening and 
performance. Suzanne Cusick and Elisabeth Leguin, arnong other feminist musicologists, 
have -en articles tbat border on utopian in their expressed hope for the liberating 
potential of different kinds of listening experiences, but at least this branch of current 
musicology tends to pay significantly more attention to issues of body. 



physical contexts - will then be examined more closely. 

This thesis primarily seeks to incorporate phenomenological methodo logy and 

perspectives withùi musicological inqujS and in the process reveal how traditional 

musical historiography has emphasized the musical object at the expense of studying the 

Lived experience of music. First, 1 will review phenomenological theones to arrive at an 

understanding of the üved body as an experiential and knowledgeable creature. The 

histo rical and intellectual develo pment of phenomenology as a philosophical movement 

will be reviewed as necessary, but not exhauaively covered. It is not my intent to prove 

or disprove the existence of music as a real phenornenon, nor willI defend 

phenomenology as the philosophical key to understanding one's place in the (experienced) 

Sun. Secondly, 1 will review traditional and more recent accounts of the experience of 

music. especialiy listening to Western art music, to trace how musicology and listening 

have k e n  influenced by the hiçtorical philosophical dualism of mind and body that 

permeates Western academic thought and writing. Thirdly, 1 will propose 

phenomenological analysis as a vital tool for taking account of how recording technology 

has effected changes in the experience of musical listeners; musical expenence is changed 

by recording technology, and the mere fact that the same canonic repertoue may dominate 

in both Live and recorded performances does not equate the two experiences 

phenomenologicdy. Phenorneno logy allows recording technology to be viewed without 

the ovenimplification of a "good" or '%ad" moniker, but as an inevitable force of change 

that sirnultaneously enhances and potentially destro y s the musical Mener's previous 

expenences of music. Finally, recent writings that purport to focus on the influence of 



music recording technologies on music wiU be briefly reviewed, and analysed in terms of a 

phenomenological strategy tbat reunites mind and body in a theos, of embodied thought, 

and for my purposes, embodied üstening. Throughout the thesis, 1 will often refer direct Iy 

to "ears" and "the body" as a rnetaphor for the sense of hearing and human physical 

reactions; this is not an attempt to negate the factor of intellectual cognition in experience 

or undermine alternative investigations into the physiological operation of our senses,' but 

a simple effort to reinforce the physicality of üstening as a nch and integral part of 

musical experience. 

'Anthony Storr' s interesthg personal exploration of music integrates observations 
about music made by weU-known figures fiom fields as diverse as psychology, philosophy, 
physio logy and musicology (1 992). Ston's main interest is in the importance of musical 
experience as mediated through the mind, but the broad nature of his scientinc clairns, and 
his own expiicit recognition of inherent bodily-arousing characteristics in music, certainly 
does not foreclose the possibility of examining music as a physical phenornenon. 



CHAPTER II 
PHENOMENOLOGY 

At the beginning? I always felt that I could dance to the musfc. m e  steadiness of 
the waltz rhythm that flowed constantly fiom the pianist f le# hand was answered by the 
pulse established in my feet and stomach. However, the contrasting and overarching 
melody of the right hand soon stole my attention: simple lines that wove in and out 
among the waltz pulsep pulled in accordance with ifs own syncopations and melodic 
turns. The entrance of theflute was alwqVs cr gentle surprise. IIfotind it gentte becouse ir 
begon as the merest whisper ofcolour - a shade that simultaneourly grew in intensity and 
depth as the musical line was imperceptibly parsed over to the oboe and then the 
clurinet; I was suvrised because it signalled the slow emergence of orchestral context. 
While I had been lost in my perception of a wayward melody resisting its steadfast 
waltzing partner, 1 now became mare of al1 the other instrumental colours and melodies 
und rhythms that had a part in the music. The orchestra '.Y d'ynamic and harmonie 
activiy surges fornard, demanding my attention and my cooperation, the waltz grows 
iouder even as the reverberant hammering notes ofthe pianisr's once gentle righr hand 
insistently assaiis my ear; my body tenses with the music 's climax and does not relax 
until the return of the piano's original themes. The dance partners change roles: an 
English horn reprises the haunring melody that hadfirst been played by the pianist 's 
right hand, while that hand now engages in an extendedpkay of undulating sixteenth- 
note scales - ail the while. the walfz continues. A Jute subtly interhvines briefy with the 
English horn melody, recalling the initial orchestral entrance in the movement. î l e  
orchestra provides a faujinul comments. Finally, the pianist settles into an extended trill 
on the tonic E-flat. The orchestral coiours subsideslowly. 7'he waltz releases me. 

The above paragraph descnis one of my most mernorable and personal 

experiences of music. It occurred before 1 ever attended a symphony concert or received 

red practical or theoretical musical training, and took place in the dark and cool basement 

of my parents' home as 1 listened to Arturo Benedetti Michelangeli's recording of the 



Ravel Piano Concerto in G-minor. 1 rernember being transfked by the concerto's middle 

movement, the Adagio assai. 1 did not forget my mrroundings: my eyes foilowed dust 

motes as they floated in the shaft of sunlight coming down the stairs, the clammy cool air 

endemic in basements on warm summer days pressed against my skin, and 1 knew that 1 

knew that the cernent floor was hard and dank beneath the thin carpet on which 1 sat, but 

hearing Michelangeli play that middle movement reconfigured my bodily surroundhg S. 

The dut,  the dark and low-ceilinged r o o q  the fàct that 1 was alone - aIi of these things 

became in some way part of my hearing, of my performance as a listener. 1 did not 

imagine myself at a live performance, or have any mental idea of what such a performance 

would sound or look Iike. Michelangeü was not in the room with me, and the ghost of 

Ravel did not manifest itself. 1 knew that 1 was listening to a recording, and the 

experience of music was tramfixing. 

Since that early Listening expenence 1 have received many years of musical 

instruction and forrnal education, and attended m*ad concerts (including performances of 

the Ravel Piano Concerto »i G-minor) in which 1 have experienced the "aura" of the work 

of art expounded by Benjamin (1968): even the basement has become carpeted, paneiled 

'Walter Benjamin spec5caily addresses only the visual fine arts in his classic and 
influentid essay ( 1 968), but his formulation of "aura" as a unique phenornenon of 
distance between the audience and the original work of art has k e n  fiequently and 
hitfully applied to other artistic pursuits, such as musical performance. Theodor W. 
Adorno, who sought to redress and counter Benjamin's optirnism about the loss of aura 
that occurs when the fine arts are mechanically reproduced, was one of the fkst writers to 
use "aura" in the context of music. In a weli-known essay (Adorno 1978), Adomo 
compares the established conductor to "the totalitarian Führer. Like the latter, he reduces 
aura and organization to a comrnon denominator" (1978,28445). Adomo objects to the 
"perfect, immaculate performance," devoid of spontaneity and aura, which he partially 
links to the prolüeration of phonograph records. 



and weil-lit. Nonetheless, that experience of enthralled hearing, bodily stillness and 

focussed imagination remains for me an ideai of what "performative iistening" (Kramer 

1996,65) is ail about. It is an expenence that is anchored in my hearing of the Ravel 

piano concerto, but is as inextricably linked with my body's experience of the place and 

tirne of hearing as with the "objective reality" of the music itselt This physical lived 

aspect of musical expenence - present in both live performance and recorded f o m  - is 
what prompts me to investigate phenomenology as a tool that may be used to discuss 

music without an exclusive focus on technicd aspects of pitch, structural analysis or 

established historicd fact. 

B. The Expenence of the Lived Bodv 

Phenomenology bas been a major Stream of philosophical thought in the 

twentieth century (Bartholomew 1989, l), with Edmund Husserl (1 859- 1938) and 

Maurice Merleau-Ponty (1908-1 961) as two of ts best-known proponents. The roots of 

phenomenological thought arose in part as a reaction agauist the highty influentid 

philosophy of René Descartes (1 596- 1650) and the precepts of Cartesian dualism - "the 

thinking that separates rnind fiom body and in the process devalues the body as mere 

physical substance" (Sheets- JO hnstone 1 992, ix). A number of recent scholars either 

seek to "rescue" Descartes fiom the more extreme conclusions that foilow f?om a 

characterization of human body as mere physical O bject (res extensa as opposed to res 

cogitans), or at least develo p alternate rationakt arguments upon the ide& foundat ions 



laid by Cartesian diialism5 However, even those who would argue that Descartes. as an 

individuai philosopher, did not simply relegate the body to the realm of unconscious 

object, admit that the popular extreme view of Cariesian dualism has held tremendous 

sway in Western intellectuai thought since the seventeenth century (Baker and MO&, 

a certain telos toward disembodhent is an abiding strain of Western 
inteUectual hiçtory. The Platonic emphasis on the purined sod, the 
Cartesian focus on the "cogito" experience, pull us toward a vision of self 
within which an humterial rationality is central. The body has fiequently 
been relegated to a secondary or oppositional role, while an incorporeal 
reason is valorized (1990,3). 

Put very simply, phenomenology asserts that the essence of a thing may be 

discovered as that thing is perceived and experienced through the body. A thing's essence 

is not "a mysterious, hidden, and evanescent quality. It is simply a 'characteristic way of 

being', how a thing is 'in p~ciple" '  (Bartholomew 1989, 6). Essence is comprised of 

those qualities of a thing without which the thing would cease to be what it is, for 

example, a sounded note would not be what it is ifit did not possess qualities of pitch, 

duration and timbre. Whether tho se qualities are O bjectively measurable (of course, they 

mus be perceivable), or whether they bear a particular subjective significance for me as I 

l ines  does not alter the unearthhg of essence. It is also important to note that 

phenomenology is not about simple empincal description. A detailed catalogue of ali the 

surface facts that are noticed though one's physical senses wili not reach a thing's essence. 

%ee Baker and Morris 1996 for an example of the former, and Neikin 1 996 and 
Lowe 1996 for examples of the latter. 



My experience of  music clearly encompasses rnemory, rational and emotiod 

interpretation, social and aesthetic values, and cultural meaning; nonetheless, it is my 

contention that the significance of musical experience c m o t  be solely found in either an 

d y s i s  of these "processes" of the mind, or in these processes as they are oaensibly 

buried within the musical object. Before aU of these things, 1 experience music in my 

lived body. 

A single authoritative definition of phenomenology bas never been developed. 

However, certain formal cornponents have usually k e n  accepted as integral parts of 

phenomenological method shce Husserl's initial conception of phenomenology. 1 will 

explore some of the formai philosophicai concepts, but for the most part, I will simply 

introduce terms as 1 descnbe the methodology and potential application of 

phenomenologicai description In any event, my purpose is to incorporate 

phenomenologicai approaches within music scholarship , and not to provide a definitive or 

current updating of  phenomenology as  a means of arriving at philosophical truth. 

Phenomenology is the study of phenomeaa, and a phenomenon encompasses not 

only the "objective" existence of an object or event, but hurnan experience of that object 

or event (Clifton 1 983,g). Experience consists of both a "what" (noemu) and a "way" 

(noesis) of experience; that is, "the noema is roughly that which consciousness is of and 

the noesis is the act, the mode of experiencing" (Bartholomew 1989, 15). In practice, the 

two are tmiy inseparable, for the same reason that 1 could not d e s c n i  hearing something 

without speakùig of a Sound. or intelligibly discuss sounds with anyone who has never had 



the experience of hearing.6 Phenomenology does not seek to place an artificial analytical 

barrier between these two intemvined and equal aspects of human experience, but simply 

tries to ensure that the potentiai extremes of both materialism and idealism are avoided by 

asserting that our interaction with the world is not whoIly detemiined by either our pure 

mental perceptions of the world, or our own unyieldmg physical~biological characteristics. 

O'Donovan-Anderson neatly encapsulates these two extremes when he -tes that "In 

both cases we trade knowledge for certainty, disregardhg reality and thought in tum" 

(1 W 6 , 3 ) .  

As developed by Husserl, phenomenology foilows a distinctive methodology of 

description and analysû that recognizes both the "what" and the "way" of experience, and 

ties the identity of the thing expenenced to both of these essential aspects of experience. 

Bartholomew breaks Husserl's methodology into four key considerations: (1) intuition, (2) 

determination of essence, (3) description, and (4) reduction. 

Intuition is phenomenology's basic acknowledgment that human beings live their 

Lives not just within, but as a body. As Leder writes: 

Human experience is incarnated. I receive the surrounding world through 
my eyes, my ears, my hands. The structure of my perceptual organs shapes 
that which 1 apprehend. And it is via bodily means that I am capable of 
responding. . . . From the most viscerd of cravings to the loftiest of artistic 
achievements, the body plays its formative role (1 990, 1). 

'O'Donovan-~nderson makes the point that Cartesian dualism is caught in the 
uncornfortable position of tying self-awareness and the nature of existence to an 
"embodied rnind," which only has contact with the world through the senses of the body. 
The mind may be the only assured route to etemal truth, but the body is the mtrusive and 
necessary conduit between reaky and reason. As a result, "it begins to look as if 
objectivity requires us to sift h m  the data of sense the contniution of the body, to divide, 
that is, the data fiom the sense" (1996,2). 



In my interpretation, a fidl phenornenological approach does not merely attempt to 

"reunite" the body with the mind, or came out a place for seosorhotor perceptions 

w i t h  a mental understanding of the world. Rather, phenomenology should begin with 

the concept of a "Danwiian body" in which living bodies are viewed and analysed as 

organic wholes with integrated bodily and mental capacities.' As a human king "1 see, 

hear, and touch objects because 1 am in the world, and have eyes, ears, and a body. But 

then these objects become objects-forme" (Clifton 1983,8). The first consideration, 

intuition, is simply an acknowledgment that my awareness of the world is rooted in 

physical existence. 

Phenomenological analysis begins, but does not end, with the mdividual's 

irnmediate direct knowledge of the world as t is given to his or her perceptive facuities. 

Phenomenological methodology then focuses upon the second consideration, the 

"essence" of the thing experienced, so that the third element of "description" does not 

result in the mere reiteration of detailed observances mined fiom a particular experience. 

The requirement to obtain the essence of an actual object of experience is the means by 

which phenomenology attempts to mediate the subjectivity of individual intuition and 

avoid simple empvical description. Phenomenological description invo lves ''those aspects 

'The phrase "Darwinian bodies" was coined by Maxine Sheets-Johnstone as the 
title of an article wherein she asserts that Darwin's work on evolution aiways recognized 
and acknowledged the whole animal, even though he started by obsewing the physical 
attniutes of essentially un%ed organisms. S he States: "though anu~ticaIly divisible ex 
post facto, Darwin conceives the mental and the physical to be experientially and 
behaviorally intertwined, and as much in the act of reasoning as in the feeling of temr" 
(1 996,26). 



of experience which are given in the experience, but which are not reducible to any single 

experience" (Clifton l983,g). As such, al1 of the intinite variations of incidental 

circumstance and personal opinion which undeniably fonn a part of one's "expenence" of 

an o bject are iiot part of the essence of the O bject. In my account of listening to the 

rniddle movement of Ravel's Piano Concerto in G-minor, actual details about my 

surroundings and the value of the piece itself were not intended to comprise part of the 

essence of that piece of music. On the other hand, the way in which my experience of the 

concerto becarne integrauy comected to a full sensory awareness of my privacy and my 

surroundings was intended to comprise part of the essence of the experience of listening to 

music. 

If phenomenological description simply focussed on one individual's detailed 

observations of the world as univerd truth, then phenomenology would be open to the 

charges of extreme subjectivism which have been levelled at it: 

n i e  intuition of essence takes the immediate giveness [sic] of inner 
experience as its starting point, which it regards as unconditioned and 
primary, never looking into its character and preconditions, and proceeds 
thence to its snal abstract b'vision,7' divorced Eom reality (L,ukics 1973, 
247). 

In his cnticism, Lukics recognizes that inner experience is a "starting point," but he 

refuses to credit any value to the human capacity to search criticdy for commonality 

within inner experience, or acknowledge that the phenomenological concept of essence is 

an attempt to capture something in the hurnan experience of an object that is not simply 

pnvate and particular. The phenomenologist does not present his or her description as a 



personal relative way to objective tmth, but as "a tmth that is relational." While LukLs 

objects to phenomenologyys failure to mquire into the "character and preconditions" of 

intuition, the phenomewlogist could equally question whether such an inquiry wouid 

leave one any less "divorced &om reality," or whether the search could ever be 

concluded. Indeed, the very assumption that b e r  experience is shaped by social and 

cultural preconditions that may be unearthed and examined is itselfa khd of intuition - as 

incapable of absolute proof as any claim of primary b e r  experience. The unique value of 

phenornenology is that it accepts and b d d s  upon: 

This dynamism between truth as  a goal and experience as an opening to 
t hat goal, between individual presentations and general essences, and 
between reflection and the unreflective, Erlebnis level of experience. . . 
The world as the object of lived experience, and the subject placed in that 
world, are definable only insofiv as the one is presed to the other (Clifton 
l983,17). 

It is not a question of sifiing the social fiom the personal in an attempt to delineate 

reality upon the pure canvas of inner intuition. Rather, phenomenology dows  me to take 

the stance that the social and the personal are intertwined in lived experience - ultirnately 

the social is experienced personally, and intudive description of inner experience at les t  

dows us a starting point fiorn which we can discern and investigate the effects of the 

social. Critics of phenomenology rnay argue that ow physical perceptions are merely 

puppets of detemiinuig social factors in our lives. Unfortunately, 1 cannot place a set of 

headphones on my upbringing, my cultural milieu, or my social class; no matter how much 

these factors influence my iistening, they don? hear anything. 

Husserl's original formulation of phenomenology might have regarded the inner 



expenence as "unconditioned and prhary," but my application of phenomeno Io gy clearly 

does not necessarily disregard the existence of those social and cultural factors that shape 

one's immediate and physical perception of the world. In fiict, such a disregard would be 

especially inappropriate given the extent to which the very si@cance and rnanner of our 

listening to music is culturally chacged; ofien, the social aspect of music detemiines even 

the physical Contes of hearing. 1 recognize the innuence of social preconditions over 

inner experience by confinmg this paper to issues raûed by how traditional Western art 

music is heard by iisteners who have some familianty with this repertoire (e.g., persons 

educated in North America o r  Western Europe, but not n e c e s d y  those who have 

received extensive formal music training). The essence of the musical expenence denved 

fiom the "immediate giveness of inner experience" of these iisteners may dEer radically 

fiom the musical experience of human beings in many other cultures, but this does not 

invalidate the use of the sensorimotor impact of music as a starting point in our 

establishment of an essence found in the act of Mening to music. Clifton alludes to these 

issues in his short discussion of how a native of the Bomeo Highlands, a North Amencan 

Caucasian child of seven, and an adult musicdy educated in the Western Europea. 

tradition who is attending a football game, would likely aU experience a Dvofk çymphony 

in radically different ways (1983,3-4). Clifton a c W y  develops a workable definition of 

music that he uses to distinguish between a musical and a nonmusical experience; the latter 

evidently would not be of concem in discoverhg the essence of a particular piece. For my 

own purposes, my focus on finding the essence of listening would ideaUy take account of 

ail the dinerent ways in which Western art music is heard. 



In a recent essay, Edward S. Casey also argues there is aiil wonh to exploring the 

nature of "embodiment - the lived fkct of experiencing the world fiom and in and with just 

this body, v body" (1 996,23), since the essence of human experiences is not a pure 

derivation of either culture or body by itself He asserts that : 

nature and culture require each other m their very extremity: culture calling 
for body (as a narrow place and thick entity in which to express, and 
sometimes to repress, its aims and demands), body calling for cuhure (as 
the indispensable scene of acknowledgrnent, whether in exnotional 
abreaction, articulation in words, or other socially specific ways). Each is a 
Limt for the other; yet each mvades and pervades the other (1 996,36). 

On the other band by grounding itself in lived experience, phenomenological 

description tries to filter out as much as possible those preconceived culhird notions 

which in fact may have very Little to do with anyone's actuai experience. In the case of 

listening, the historical and social context of listening to live performances has clearly 

shaped how people are expected to experience Western art music, and this has in turn 

Uifluenced public and academic judgements as to what is "great" Western art music. As 

Bartholomew notes: 

if one assumes the veracity of Schenker's theory of levels, in particular the 
Ursotz, then one seeks this out in musical structure. By this assumption 
one is led to hear music in a particular way (1989,g). 

W e  we cannot discount or mhimize the historicaI, social and cultural infiuences 

which play a part in how we expenence music, the fdure to r e t m  to iived perceptual 

expenence marks in itself a contemporary philosophical bias towards unchanging social 

determinism. My use of Husserl's c d  for rigorous, non-scientijc and intuitive 



description seeks to avoid analyses which ( 1) ide* or ignore the cultural listening 

models of the past, (2) assume tbat human hearing reduces (or aspires - depending on 

one' s personal bias) to a scient S c  awarewss of sound as "discrete sonorous stimulations" 

(Bartholomew 1989, IO), and (3) take insufncient account of how changes, such as those 

that have k e n  engendered by recording technology, may have afEected the entirety of the 

experience of Iistening. Changes in the social processes and economic conditions of music 

rnakhg and hearing have clearly had tremendous effects on the "object" of musicological 

studies, but a further examination of only the "character and preconditions" (Lukacs 

1973) of a human intuition that is rooted in the body does not entirely tell us whether the 

essence of listering to music has been altered. 

Reduction is Bartholomew's final consideration in phenomenological 

rnethodology, and it purports to suspend "objective redty" fiom anaiysis in a way that 

fosters a unique exploration of the "way" in which we expenence the lived world. While 

phenomenological description focuses on the essence of an object or experience, t 

sirnultaneously acknowledges that "what is outside consciousness gets its sense fiom how 

it appears in experience when the O bject is norrnaily experienced" (Bartholomew 1 989, 

12). This is, in effect the rationale behind the apparent suspension of the philosophical 

search for "reality"; note that phenomenology is nui asserting that mere appearance is 

r e w ,  but rather that the search for reality lies in attempting to understand and descni  

the relationship between what we experience in the world and the way in which we 

experience the world. 

The final concept which 1 wiu introduce relates closely to the phenomenological 



element of reduction. The "intentional object" of phenomenology refers to the noema (the 

"what") of expenence, and conveys the conviction of a relation between conscious 

experience and the object towards which conscioumess û directed. That is, at any given 

moment human consciousness is directed towards a particuiar something; categones of 

objects are not unifody and objectively perceived. The intended object "is not just the 

quantitative object, t is precisely the object as given in the phenomenologicai reduction" 

(Bartholomew 1 989,I 5); that is, Ït is not the rneasurable sound fkequencies of any 

particular performance of J. S. Bach's E-minor FIute Sonata, but rather my 

"g1obal"expenence of the sonata as 1 consciously experience my performance of it 

(Bartholomew 1989,19). On the other hand intentional objects do not equate with 

imagined or wished-for objects: phenomenology does not intend a "perfect" performance 

of Bach's E-minor FIute Sonara into being. Any performance 1 give of the sonata 

encompasses a particular interactive use of rny ears, tùigers, lips, eyes, breath memory 

and imagination to play music written by Bach. 

Of course, the above definition raises interest ing questions about "consciousness," 

and how music may or rnay not be "intended" or even "attended" to. Even 

phenomenologicd essays may attempt to state what musical experience should be: 

To expenence a musical composition is to corne into touch with (perceive) 
the subtle and abstract musical qualities of the work which we value, using 
the expenential leamhg which has occurred. ( H e a ~ g  - merely and solely 
a passive gathering-in of sound densities for immediate mood gratification.) 
You must becorne what philosophers refer to as  "at-one-with" the object to 
experience it (Motycka 1989, 184). 

The ideal of losing oneselfand becoming one with music has persistently recurred in 



Western art music and musicology, and ties in neatly with Leder's work which tries 'TO 

answer the question of why the body, as a ground of experience, yet tends to recede fiom 

direct experience" (1 990, 1). 1 intend to analyse the phenomenological grounds for this 

ideai, and examine the impact that recording technology has had upon the intended 

musical experience. First, however, 1 will review how musicological literature has tended 

to disregard phenomenological experience in writing about our experience of music. 



CHAPTER m 
MUSICOLOGY AND THE LISTENING (BUT ABSENT) BODY 

Musicology has long ken  occupied with the vexed question of whether music can 

be assigned specifif and concrete meaning: but irrespective of the rnatter of content, the 

sheer reality of musical pe r fomce  rekiforces a regard for music as the most abstract of 

the arts. A live musical performance consists of incorporeal sounds released into the air 

that dernand hearing in real time. For many individuals, music is the unknown language of 

score notation, for others it is years of esoteric and specialized physicd training, and for 

others it is a fùnctional social practice or the barely noticed "non-quiet" of public places 

Iike elevators. Even among musicians and those who believe music to be an important 

part of their dady lives, many (ifhot most) are unable to listen to music in a way that 

8 Aristo tle wrote that "it is not easy to identifL precisely the power that music bas, 
nor the reasons why one ought to engage in it"; nonetheless, he clearly believed that 
"There exist in rhythm and melodies likenesses, most close approxmiating to the reaüties, 
of anger and mildness, of courage and moderation and theû opposites, and of ail other 
dispositions, as the tacts rnake clear; for our souk are altered when we hea. such things" 
(Politics, 1 33 9aII- 1 34îb34). Gioseffo Zarlino, a noted sixteenth-century music theorist, 
directs that "choice of harmony and rhythm must be made in accordance with the nature 
of the subject matter contained in the text, in order that these things, combined with 
proportion, may result in music that is suited to purpose", and wntes detailed technical 
treatises for achieving specific kinds of harmonic expression (1 968,94). The debate over 
the nature of musical meaning has continued through writers fiom Rousseau to E.T.A. 
H0fZna.n to Susanne Langer. In recent years, the use of linguistic models and semiotic 
analysis in music has opened another avenue of investigation which regards music as a 
syaem of signs; for a review of musical aesthetics in semiotic terms, see chapter 1 of 
Monelle 1992. 



dows  for easy and detailed mental recd David Sudnow recounts his experience in 

attempting to transcrii and leam bnef stretches of jazz improvisation: 

1 knew the melodies only in certain broad outhes. Particularly with 
respect to the rapid passages, 1 found k t ,  when smging dong with a 
Charlie Parker recordkig, for example, 1 had been glossing the 
particularities of the notes m many of my hunnnings, grasping their 
essential shape perhaps, but not singing them with renned pitch sensitivity. 
It was particula. notes that needed to be at hand to reproduce that stretch 
of music in its particulanty, and the question arose: what had 1 in fact been 
listening to as a jazz fan al these years? (1978, 17) 

Due to the absorbing mental difficulties of perceptual listening, recall and accurate 

performance, it is strikingly easy to characterize as concentrated and cerebral any activity 

that involves the production and reception of music. Yet even in the case of listening 

alone, where music may be said to have a direct impact only upon the body's sense of 

hearllig, this stiu remains an intuitive lived experience of the sensos. body. This fact has 

been and remains generally obscured not only in musicological writings, but in 

interdisciplinary studies that are concerned with the act of listening to Western art music. 

In fact, Western thinking, f?om musicological writing that builds on Walter Benjamin's 

discussion of the "aura" of the work of art and art's "reception in a state of distraction" 

(1 968)- to Edward T. Cone7s direction to iisten to "the composer's voice" (1 974)' has 

tended to idealize a Listening mode1 that actually reinforces disembodhent - a kind of rapt 

mental ecstasy that concentrates all of our bodies hto our ears, and all of our attention on 

the object that is perceived through this single sense. The final step involves the complete 

subordination of the very fact that we have a perceiving organ in the fïrst place; we write 

odes about how music d e s  us feel, we analyse the object, and we (re)construct the 



social context of music performance and reception, but our bodies disappear . 

The conceptualization of music as a pure mental experience Ieads to a nurnber of 

int erest h g  foundat ional assumptions about music. Music has been tritely and misleading ly 

referred to as 'Yhe international language"; usually this statement is asserted in the context 

of some particular piece of music which is regarded as so intrinsically great that its 

qualities are capable of mysteriously travershg dl cultural, historical and geographic 

ciifferences. The logical flaws and hegemonic assumptions inherent in the concept of 

music a s  an "international language7' are fairly self-evident, but many more people could 

be persuaded to believe in great music's power to invoke a "common human experience." 

That is, no matter the ditferences of both individual taste and musical type, many in 

Western culture still believe that human beings share a common capacity for hahg  their 

human imaginations, emotions and spirits ~ i n e d  by great music - whether the particular 

piece Iistened to is a keyboard partita of Bach or a "classic" rock Song by U2. I am 

confinuig the emphasis of my thesis to contemporary Western culture because 1 am aware 

of the influence of history, culture and numerous social factors on any human experience, 

including music,9 and as much as possible I wish to avoid detracting fkorn a 

phenomenological focus on how we experience music. 

gThis last point is vital, and generdy acknowledged to be so. The work of 
ethnomusicologists and anthropologists has clearly established that the Western concept of 
music, and the very idea of "art," are to a large extent cultural constructions and by no 
means a universal lived reality in dEerent global societies. As put by one scholar in 
A£iican musics: "our attitudes about what art is can influence our notions about how art 
works. . . . AfEcan music is not just dzerent music but is something that is dBierent f?om 
'music.'. . .The reason why it is a mistake ' to k e n '  to Afncan music is that Afiican music 
is not set apart fiom its social and cultural context" (Chemoff 1979, 3 1, 33). 



I raise this spectre of a cornrnon "human experience" of music because 1 believe 

that it is inextricably linked with the way in which Western culture and musicology has 

divorced the body 6om the i d e a h d  experience of music. Evidence for such a separation 

can be found in the rather odd fact that a "human experience" of music can be spoken of 

and discussed -out any reference to whether music is king composed, played, or 

listened to. The physical context of dl the dEerent ways in which the human body is 

directly and intentionally involved with music must surely have some effect on how music 

is '6experienced," and yet, if music is thought of as a pure inteUectuaVemotionaYspiritual 

construct, then how would we validly talk about or even acknowledge the body as it is 

invo lved in the very dEerent functions of wrïting, performing or listening to music? 

Of course, there are comrnon Links between the composing, playing and Iistening 

to music, and one of the moa important is the recognition that the function of hearing is a 

vital part of ail three activities. Denis Smalley, in a nudy of how electroacoustic music 

rnay be listened to, introduces the concept of the "indicative field" and the indicative 

network, to explore how "The apprehension of musical content and structure is linked to 

the world of expenence outside the composition, not only to the wider context of auditory 

experience but &O to non-sounding experience" (1 992,52 1). Indicative fields may be 

thought of as mechanisrns that attempt to iso late the ways in which a listener's 

apprehension of musical sound actuaIiy combines with non-musical facets of perceptual 

expenence. Through empirical inqujr and observation, Smalley denves nine indicative 

fields: gesture, utt erance, behaviour, energy, motion, O bjectlsubstance, environment, 

vision and space. These fields overlap, are interdependent, rearrange thernselves to give 



prominence to one field or another, and - in conjunction with an understandine of "formal 

relations withh a work" - detennine our musical experience (1992, 550). By questioning 

what listeners acnially perceive when they attend a musical performance, Srnadey 

enectiveiy advances a phenomenological mode1 of listening behaviour, and he does so in 

part to address issues central to composition: 

Composers (not only electroacoustic composers) often M f u l l y  conceive 
their music following processes, ideas and systems that are not perceptually 
determined; but the composer who ultimately refuses to confiont the 
perceptual consequences abdicates cultural responsibiüty. Regrettably 
there is too much electroacoustic music that demonstrates a disdain for 
listeners' indicative needs and the spectro-morphologicd means of 
achieving them (1 992, 55 1 ). 

While 1 do not necessarily agree with Smalley's narrow and somewhat odd 

characterization of the composer's responsibility as "cultural," 1 agree with his intimation 

t hat sensorimotor perception has a foundational and integral role in each of the hurnan 

experiences of music composition, performance and listening. 1 will therefore address 

ho w the physical expenence of music has k e n  discussed in each of these three areas of 

activities, though 1 will emphasize the activity of listening in my analysis. 

The mental idealization of music is perhaps most understandable and common in 

connection with composition, and can only be bolstered by the popular image of such key 

historical and romantic cornpusers as Beethoven. Here was a composer who composed 

music that is foundational in Western musical tradition even as he was deaf - transcnbing 

noble sounds that he could ody hem in his head once his body's sense of h e a ~ g  had been 

extinguished. What is often forgotten, ho wever, is that Beethoven spent much of his early 



Me as an extremely accomplished pianist and practising musician. As a child. he received 

lessons in piano, organ, violin and viola, and developed a unique use of the pedal in the 

fortepiano (Robbins Landon 1992,40,60). Undoubtably he would have experienced 

music differently once he was deaf, but even this changed experience would have been 

roo ted in years of tactile and aurai awareness. Historicd anecdotes reveal how much 

Beethoven, even after he was completely de& stU longed to experience music aurally, 

even though his sense of hearing could no longer be relied on: 

'It [a Broadwood fortepiano] is a wondehl present,' said Beethoven 
looking at me, 'and it has a beautiful tone', he continued, turning towards 
the piano without taking his eyes off me. He struck a chord so ftly. Never 
will another chord pierce me to the quick with such sadness and 
heartbreak. He had played C major in the right hand and B natufal in the 
bas; he looked at me steadily and repeated the false chord several times to 
let the mild tone of the instrument sound, and the greatest musician on 
earth could not hem the dissonance! (Ludwig Reilstab in Robbins Landon 
1992,224) 

Furthemore, Beethoven continued to entertain perfomiing musicians afber he was de&, 

and used such visual clues as a singer' s breathing and expression to judge the quality of a 

performance (Robbins Landon 1992,222-24). The fact that extraordinary abllity, learned 

technical skills, and determination can aliow human beings to write music that they cannot 

physicdy hear does not inevitably lead to a conclusion that music exists in a place where 

the body is unnecessary, or provide evidence for a musical essence that is created and 

received with the mind alone. 

Michael Chanan bas noted that the development and use of music notation in the 

Western world "allowed what the composer-conductor Lukas Foss once cded the very 





considerable ability in musical composition, and consequently music List ening . if the 

protomusical abiiities of infancy were exercised and extended rather than abandoned" 

(1982,328). Whüe 1 agree with Keane's irnplicit assertion that composes (ifthey desire 

any audience other than themselves) must experience their own music as listeners, 1 

question his M e r  assertion - tbat listening is ideally a function of developed ability. 

Keane believes music draws attention in one of two ways: cognition (mental interest) and 

sensory (pleasure). Even though he admits that the sensory cannot be separated fiom the 

cognitive in "actual experience," he stiu descriis the two categories as  ifthey could be 

appealed to separately. For instance, "sensory music" will give less pleasure over time, 

while "cognitively intereshg music'' becomes more attractive over the .  Through such a 

partition of the lived Listening body, a circula prioritization of value is established: 

cognitive music becomes more valuable with time, things that grow in value over tirne 

have i n t h i c  lasting value, things of intrinsic lasting value are cognitively recognized. 

The point is that this schema has been developed by a composer who is actively 

attempting to understand the listening process, and who seerns to have concluded that a 

listening experience of lasting value is primarily determined by cognitive factors. What 

had begun as a purported c d  to understand the Mener has returned to the now familiar 

approach that simply ignores the body not only in the process of composition but in 

listening as well - the body has been reduced to a site of transitory sensory pleasure while 

tme music is experienced via cognitive recognition. 

Musical performance is the most obviously physical human experience of music. 

How would it be possible, one may wonder, for academic discourse to turn performed 



musicd activity into a pure mental experience? While few scholars have explicitly 

adopted a phenomenological approach in the study of music, numerous writers have 

m e n  of music in a way that implicitly incorporates phenomenological principles. As 

rnight be expected, performer oriented studies ofien give considerable emphasis to the role 

of the body in the playing of music. For most genres of music, professional or semi- 

professional musical performance on traditional instniments necessarily encompasses 

hours of focussed physical practice.1° However, for many musicians, the body in itself is 

not thought of a s  the precious sensorimotor mechanism which d o w s  music to be heard; 

rather it is simply a set of muscles, tendons and physiological responses which must be 

rnastered in order to be forgotien, thereby dowing one's whole king to concentrate 

more fully on making music. Or to use phenomenological tenns, despite the fact that 

making music is very much a physical activity, the way of making music is supposed to be 

entirely subordinated to the "music itself." 

In fact, it is very dficult for performers to take issue with this Yiew of the body; 

for practical reasons, it rnay even seem foolish to argue. Most musicians have 

experienced times when over-awareness of their £kgers or throats abruptly rendered those 

highly trained organs incapable of smoothly executing a difficult passage. The hours of 

practice are in anticipation of the tirne when "that which is acted out, rehearsed, and 

'OWhile this statement rnay seem unnecessarily conditional I just wanted to 
acknowledge that there are certain categories and genres of music, for exarnple punk 
music, that celebrate a lack of forma1 training and the innovative ways of producing sound 
that rnay arise as a result, given hurnan ingenuity. Similady, numerous developments in 
cornputer generated music and digital instruments aliow for music production that depends 
far less on physical human prowess. 



repeated seeps into one's organismic ground. . . . Nor, because of the nature of 

incorporation, is it easy to excise or even recognize such habits. Over time they simply 

disappear nom view" (Leder l99O,3 2). 

Musicians tend simply to accept the necessity for physical practice, and rarely 

question the relationship of practice to music making. A few musicians, on the other 

hand, are markedly forthcoming about what they t W  physical practice is about: 

That the Uistrunientalist and the singer must "practice" on their instruments 
has bearing only on the training of the muscles mvolved in playing or 
singing, not on the process of leaming the music. There are st3 musicians 
who sit at a desk or in a park, leaming their score by reading it (Leinsdorf 
1981,20). 

As a perfonning flutist, 1 have to question such a black and white prescription for 

learning and expressing music. 1s the body just a "necessary evil" in music performance? 

I have received Iessons Çom flutists who spoke endlessly about wbat I should be feeling as 

1 play a passage; they paht lovely word pictures and images, lean close and question my 

passion, and then flawlessly execute the passage with all the prescrikd emotion. I have 

also received lessons fiom flutists who spent long minutes explaining how 1 should stand, 

hold and transfer the balance of the flute, and place my tongue between my teeth when I 

articulate a note. In fact, both of these extremes of instruction have been invaluable to me 

at dserent tmKs in my playing history. There are always those rare players who seem 

never to suffer any technicd dficulties, and whose physical movements while playing are 

beautifully fiee of tension and fatigue. The rest of us often need more specinc physical 

guidance than the shouted imperative to "feel the music!" On the other hand, fa too 



many music lessons consût solely of corrected fingerings and mechanical physical 

directions. I do not intend, and am not equipped, to expound on how to be the ideal fiute 

teacher. Rather I am trying to show how the practice of playing music is of necessity a 

hurnan endeavour that is rooted in and dependent upon ou. lived bodies, even if musical 

communication simultaneously encompasses the desire to transcend purely phy sical 

communication I am not just arguing that music m u t  take place wirhin the human body 

and struggle to overcome the limitations of the insensate corpus, but that the music- 

making body is of wcessity a "felt body" - one must be a body to rnake music." 

David Sudnow, author of Ways ofthe Hand, an unorthodox account of learning 

how to improvise jazz on the piano, is one of the few writers to &te explicitly about 

musical performance fiom the stance of a felt body. nie author offers "a 

phenorneno logically mo tivated inquiry int O the nature of handwork fiom the standpoint of 

the performer. Can the body's improvisational ways be closely descnibed from the 

viewpoint of the actor, not through an introspective conçciousness, but by a k e  

examuiation of concrete pro blerns posed by the task of sustaining an orderly activity, 

whic h ' improvisation' certainly is?" (Sudnow 1 978, xiii) His fiindamental assumption 

takes "the 'actor's perspective' as definitionally critical . . . for establishing the 'what' of 

social action, to which all accounts must be addressed" (1 978, 154). Given Sudnow's 

deliberately phenomenological viewpoint, it is revealing that he describes how part of the 

lived experience ofjazz music-making is a kind of dienation from one's own body parts. 

"This point is uniquely illustrated in a short story by speculative fiction writer 
Orson Scott Card (1 981)' in which a musical prodigy cannot obey the dictum to give up 
music, with rather h o d c  and oddly inevitable consequences for his body. 



While he was stnigghg to negotiate the rapid chord changes of jaw he discovered that 

his "nght hand had absolutely nothing to say in this language. . . The hand had to be 

motivated to particular next keys to depress, and when there was nowhere for it to go it 

became to tdy  immobilized, stumbled around, and between 'me' and 'it' there was a 

rather alienated relationship." Once again, the intimation that the inner self makes music 

whüe the outer body must be discipiined to achieve it - the opposition of mind and body - 

makes its way into musical discussion. 

Between professional performers and the listening audience there is of course a 

considerable gap of task and intention. When the roie of music in the lives of listeners is 

written about, even the vestige of a phenomenological approach noted in performance and 

playing onented studies is generally absent. It is assurned somehow that a good listener 

doesn't really need his or her body. As descnhed in one recent work that purports to 

examine issues of common interest to performers and listeners: "it must be that for most 

people the perfomer is the embodiment of music. . . and it is ofien argued that music 

recorded in fact brings greater numbers of people to hem, to watch, to savour in every 

way the 'real t bg" '  (Dunsby 1995,4). Dunsby raises a very important connection - the 

idea that for the Mener at a live performance, it is easier to forget their own bodies 

because music is "embodied" in the perfomer: could it be that listeners can forget their 

own bodies because they are given the altemative of i d e n t m g  with the corpus of the 

performer(s), even while the perfomer is encouraged to submerge his own body and 

identity in "the music"? Such a thought seerns to have occurred to musicians who have 

Ieft active performance. Eisenberg received the foilowing answer when he questioned a 



fiiend on her current listening after she had stopped studying piano: 

"My musical Me then was playing the piano; my sex Me was Iistening to 
music. It always niblllnated something." She coughed delicately. "But 
that really did change when 1 stopped playing. 1 a c t d y  think 1 participate 
when 1 M e n  1 think it's vicarious perfomuince (1987,174). 

For the active performer, there are practicai, perhaps psychologicai, reasons to ignore 

certain aspects of the bodüy experience of a performance (Le., need to concentrate on the 

physical and creative aspects of phying music), but for Meners, why is discussion of 

one's physiological responses to music in such seeming poor taste? 

The weIl-known musicologist, Edward T. Cone, has written extensively on the 

subject of Iistening, and performer and listener identification, in Western art music. For 

Cone, ail music is ciramatic, and every composition is "an utterance" that is itself a 

complete communication of the composer; within this mode4 the performer "is a living 

persordication of that spokesman - . . . of the muid whose experience the music is" (1 974, 

5). The integrity of the communication is preserved when "The good musician immerses 

himselfso completely in the flow of the music that, for the duration of the performance, 

his own experience becomes identical with the course of the music" (1974, 127). Cone is 

not asserting that every piece of music has a specific programmatic content, but that 

pieces have an inherent imaginative Me arising kom the interaction of its musical agents 

(i.e., musical line, instrumental colour, f o d  progression, motive, etc.). Identification 

with this Me, this "musical persona," "underlies ail valid performance and aiI intelligent 

linening. 1 mea.  . . . an active participation in the Me of the music by following its 

progress, attentively and imaginatively, through the course of one's own thoughts, and by 



adapting the tempo and direction of one's own psychic energies to the tempo and 

direction of the music" (1974, 118). Wihin Cone's theory, there is simply no room to 

have one's own lived experience. In phenomenological terms, he requires that ail of one's 

attention should be focussed upon the what of experience, and the way of experience is 

treated like certain bodiIy functions - if t cannot be ignored then it should at les t  never be 

the topic of polite (or Iearned) conversation. In his writing, Cone clearly acknowledges 

that iistening evokes a human response that involves the body: 

The Mener knows equally well that he (the Mener) is not producing the 
music; yet it is not always easy for him to forgo that privilege entirely. 
Hence he may hum, or beat tirne, or rnake other physical gestures that 
simulate actual participation in the performance. Most sophisticated music 
lovers, however, nankly recognize the limitations of their roles and 
sublimate their desires for physical activity. At the same t h e ,  an irnaginary 
physicd involvement underlies the listenefs successful identification with 
the musical persona. For this reason the visual stimulation of watchg a 
performance is important, for observation of the physical gestures of the 
players can facilitate the empathetic reactions of the auditors to the 
syrnbolic gestures of the music (1 974, 1 37). 

By stressing the importance of the visual dimension of a live performance, Cone 

iends credence to the supposition that the performer's body helps the Mener to relinquish 

his own ernbodiment of the music he is experienchg. According to Cone, the Listener's 

physical responses are prompted by a surface desire to participate in performance, and are 

only of value in so far as they somehow prompt a visceral connection with the musical 

persona itself. It therefore follows that there is a correct way to Men and a real musical 

content, and physical responses can help or hinder one in the process of aura1 discovery. 

Successful listening requires mental discipline, imagination and a body willing to "go along 



for the ride"; good works of music will reward the iktener with a vital emotional. 

inteuectual and spirituai experience. I wonder, however, Ethe body in this listening model 

is not simply a hostage of educated hindsight, wherein the individual's Iived experience is 

dictated by an academic listening tradition dimiissive of phenomenological analysis. What 

happens then, when listening circumstances dramitically alter and live performances are no 

longer the normal mode of how on listens to music? How, and why, shouid Cone's 

iistening model be adhered to? 

Suzanne Cusick has also explored the idea of losing one's body in an essay that 

begins with her imagning herself into the audience of a recital by Jessye Norman of 

Schumann's Fmuenliebe und -leben. S he writes: 

I expect to repücate her subordination ofpersona, her disappearing 
Self, and 1 expect to do it as part of my performance in the recital 1 
imagine. Indeed, 1 will perfonn the disappearing Self much more 
O bviously: 1 will be silent; 1 will sit stï& in semi-darkness; 1 will become "d 
ears," by which 1 mean 1 will focus dl my bodily awareness on my 
experience of sound, and will let my consciousness be entirely filled with 
"the music itself." If, somehow, both Norman and I disappear, 1 will 
remember the performance we s h e d  as. . . as ecstasy. 

Because 1 think I have become "al1 ean," 1 wiil feel fiee to ignore 
the fact that my ecstasy may also have corne fiom erotic intimacy with 
Norman's body and voice, f?om breathing when she breathes, fiom feeling 
the vibrations of her very bones in my own. 1 will feel &e, too, to ignore 
the scopophilic power I acquire f?om king in the dark. One result ofthe 
ideology that shapes what 1 WU be willing to descnk in my experience will 
be, then, an erasure of the deeply erotic nature of musical performance - 
this shared merging and submerging of Selves into an all-encompassing, d- 
powerful higher reality that 1 will c d  "the music itself' (1994% 84-85). 

Cusick examines how performers and listeners in Western art music have been 

traditionally taught to "disappear," in order to b ~ g  the music or "the composer's voice" 



to its futl expression. She goes on to raise the possibility that such traditional strategies of 

disappearance always incorporate elements of hegemonic gender roles, and advocates a 

mode1 of "resistant performance." Jessye Norman's recorded performance of Frauenliebe 

und -leben is then rnalysed as an example ofjust such a resistant performance. 

Regardless of how convincing I fhd the aaalysis of Norman's actual recording, 

Cusick's descriptions of her experience as a listener rings with a certain authenticity for 

me, as 1 believe it does for anyone who has ever been so focussed upon Listening to a 

musical work that his or her body does truiy seem to disappear. This lack of conscious 

awareness of one's own body does not, however, necessarily indicate that 

phenornenological analysis is incorrect or irrelevant, and that we redy  are only the sum of 

our mental perceptions. Leder's &sis of human experience actually asserts that the 

apparent absence of one's body is in fact inherent in the experience - the essence - of 

extended deep concentration; we are commonly least aware of our bodies at the very time 

when we are moa acutely using our bodily senses. Leder chooses the term "ecstasis" to 

capture the operation of the lived body whose very nature "is to project outward fiom its 

place of standing" (1 99O,2 1 -22). Focal disappearance captures the concept that no 

matter how much we concentrate on the use of the particular sensorimotor organ fiom 

which perception is directed towards an object, we cannot perceive the organ in its work: 

the ear cannot hear itself hearing. Similady, regardless of how we focus on the use of one 

sense at any given tirne, other human capacities are clearly operating in support. For 

instance, at a live musical performance, we rnay be so enthralled with the music that we 

not only forget our ears as they listen, but also our neck muscles supporthg our head, our 



eyes as they gaze on the performers and the spine that supports us upright ht o u  seats: 

this is the background disappearance of the body. 

Leder's work develops a highiy complex and dynamic mode1 of '%orporeal 

disappearance," one in which conscious awareness of one's d a c e  body is detemiined by 

various factors: (i) the inverse relationship of focal and background disappearance (i.e., $1 

am listening intently 1 use my ears foc* and lose conscious awareness of them; my ears 

cannot sirnultaneously assume a background role with regard to another activïty, no 

matter how much one is enamoured of the capacity for "multi-tasking"); (ii) cultural and 

individual tendencies to habituaily associate different body parts with dif3erent modes of 

disappearance (i-e., ears wili more fiequently assume a focal role than the back of one's 

neck); (iü) the body's dynamic capacity to acquire new skiUs and habits? thereby assigning 

new roles and capacities to its "sensorirnotor repertoire." This last factor is dubbed 

"incorporation" by Leder, who examines skill acquisition as a corporeal transfomat ion. 

Building on his theory that "absence lies at the heart of the lived body," he notes that the 

more successfùl we becorne at using a new skill, the less we notice the actual use of our 

body in its exercise of the skilI; the ski11 becomes incorporated within the body's focal 

disappearance. "Whereas in the stage of leamhg 1 act to the sW qua thematized god, in 

mastery it becornes thatfiorn which 1 operate upon the world." (1 990, 32) Leder also 

observes that a particular skill can equally be incorporated within the body's background 

disappearance; "put out of play" while the body is engaged in other activities. However. 

even when a given skill is not actively engaged, so that it is simply in the mode of 

background disappearance, it stiZZ exerts a transforrnative inifluence on how the body 



perceives and interacts with the world. Leder discusses learning how to swim and claims 

that even on a cold day when he chooses not to swim, "The idce outside my window stU 

Iooks dserent than in my preswbmhg days, when t could not be crossed and offered no 

access" (1 990,32). 

1 have discussed Leder's theory of the absent lived body in detail because it serves 

as a remarkably apt means of understanding the model of listening to Western art music 

advocated by Cone and resisted by Cusick above. The whole notion of a disappearing self 

accords with the concept of focal disappearance: as a listener concentrates on what she is 

hearing, she not only forgets about her sense of hearing, the primary sense in use, but also 

the rest of her sensorimotor capacities and potentials. At least, this is the model, the skill, 

of listening which is taught in the Western art music tradition. As Leder emphasizes, 

however, human beings cannot extend the5 concentrated perception to something without 

having a bodily basisfiorn which to project perception. While losing oneselfin "the music 

itself" is based upon a cornmon aspect of lived "absent" experience, the traditional 

listening mode1 fails to take account of the dynamic shifting nature of corporeal 

disappearance. And in fact, Cusick rnakes a vitdy important point when she descnis  

how listening at a Live public performance may in fact be an erotic sensorimotor 

experience and not merely a 'pure" focal activity of hearing. Music takes place over t h e ,  

and the absent body need not, and probably wili not, remain absent in the same ways 

throughout. While 1 do not object to the Western art music tradition of emphasizing 

listening that is concentrated upon the musical object, 1 do object to the exclusivity of this 

model, the subsequent dismissal of the present body, and a resultant analytical stance that 



ranks formal academic recognition fàr above lived musical experience. Furthermore. as 

we exercise the sM1 of listening, we learn how to perceive the object - music in the case of 

Mening - in certain prescnid ways. We engage in a kind of ckcular self-reinforcement 

that rneasures "great" music accordhg to one particular mode1 of listening. 

Phenomenology, in asserthg that the musical experience consists of both a what and a 

way of listening, forces musicology to consider not ody the musical object - which may 

take such forms as a notated score, a iive performance, or a recorded compact disc - but 

also the way in which the musical object is experienced; in the case of the kinds of forms 

here descriid, the way of experience is in fiict radically different as long as one does not 

equate the absent body with an irretrievable or unmentionable body. 

In the face of musicology' s idealization of incorporeal disappearance when 

listering, I am hardly surprised that one of the scholars who has taken greatest note of the 

body in musical experience is a writer who is not a professional musician, theorist or 

musicologist. Roland Barthes explores the relationship of the body and music - the way of 

musical expenence - in a series of thoughtful essays. As an O bvious music lover and 

amateur pianist and singer, Barthes writes: 

There are two musics (or so I've always thought): one you listen to, one 
you play. . . . The music you play depends not so much on an auditive as 
on a manual (hence rnuch more sensuous) activity; it is the music you or 1 
can play, done or arnong fiends, with no audience but its participants (i.e., 
with no risk of theater, no hysterical temptation); it is a muscula. music; in 
it the auditive sense has only a degree of sanction: as ifthe body was 
listening, not the "soui"; this music is not played "by heart"; confionthg 
the keyboard or the music stand, the body proposes, leads, coordinates - 
the body itselfmust transcni what it reads: it fabricates sound and sense: 
it is the scriptor, not the receiver; the decoder (1985c, 261). 



Barthes distinguishes between the musical activities of playing and listening to 

music, and he does so by recognizing the difference in the essentiai role of the human body 

in the lived experience of these two activities. The rarity of bis observation could be 

explained by the fàct that he states what is ridicuIously obvious; alternatively, its rarity 

could be traced to an endernic conception of music as "the composer's voice" or a 

powerful experience of "losing oneself" to a pure non-corporeal expenence. The 

recognition, the very categorization, of "two musics" deflects attention fiorn the O bject of 

music in terms of its pitches, structural analysis and cuItural associations, and focuses t on 

how music exists in human practice. 

Along with making this distinction between playing and listening, Barthes has 

addressed the issue of Iistening : 

Hearing is a physiological phenornenon; listening is a psychological act. It 
is possible to descn i  the physical conditions of hearing (3s mechanisms) 
by recourse to acoustics and to the physiology of the ear; but listening 
cannot be defined oniy by its object or, one rnight say, by its goal (Barthes 
and Havas 1985,245). 

Barthes interprets the listener's body as the potential, but not the oniy, site of musical 

meaning. When he writes that "AU romantic music, whether vocal or instrumental, uners 

this Song of the natural body: it is a music which has a meanhg only if1 can always sing it, 

in rnyself, with my body . . . to sing, in the romantic sense, is this: fantasmaticdy to enjoy 

my u a e d  body" (1985e, 288), he refers to a particular tirne penod and genre of music. 

As such, Barthes clearly ties his own experiences to specific musical objects. Even so, he 

CO mes closer to incorpo rat h g  a phenomenological approach than many musicologists of 



hk t h e .  The fascinating and ditFcult uniqueness of Barthe's writing on music lies in his 

refusal to adopt shallow dichotomies of mhd vs. body, body vs. culture, experience vs. 

cognition- He maintains that "true listening space is, so to speak, the interior of  the head, 

of my head, listening to it 1 sing the lied with myself, for myseIf" (1 985e, 288). However, 

Barthes acknowledges - even celebrates - an acute awareness of and longing for the sheer 

physicality of musical experience. In one well-known essay (1 98Sa), Barthes gives a 

highly personal account of the enjoyment that he denves fiom listening to singing. He 

identifies a "fkiction" between music and the "Ianguage" of romantic lied, and language is 

disthguished fiom the actual or intended "message" of a particular Song, as weil as its 

ciramatic potential and its expressive power. Instead, Barthes writes that: 

The "grain" is the body in the singing voice, in the wnting hand, in the 
perfomiing limb. If I perceive the "grain" of this music, and if1 attniute to 
this "grain" a theoretical value (this is the assumption of the text in the 
work), 1 cannot help making a new scheme of evaluation for myself, 
individual no doubt, since 1 am determined to listen to my relation to the 
body of someone who is singing or playing and since that relation is an 
erotic one, but not at aii "subjective" (it is wt the psychological "subject" 
in me who kens; the enjoyment that subject seeks is not going to 
reliforce him - to express him - but on the contrary will destroy him) 
(1985% 276). 

When Roland Barthes writes on music, he does so with a phenomenological spirit, 

even if he does not strictly employ the letter of the methodology. He does not just analyse 

sensory observations to corne up with a "pure" intellectual understanding of either a 

musical object or a cultural process; rather his conception of every aspect of musical 

expenence - whether writing, playing or listening to music - includes within the 

inextricable factor of his present body. In another essay (1 985d), Barthes explains that 



when he k e n s  to Schumann's fieideriana (op. 1 6; 1 83 8)' he actually does not hear 

notes or a meanhg or a structure. He hem "what beats in the body, what beats the body, 

or better: 1 hear this body that beats" (3985d 299). WthBithis short essay, Barthes is 

provocatively ambiguous about his use of the word "body", dowing him to deiiirately 

elide several manifestations of b'body." He descnis  how he hears Schumann's body 

engaged in dEerent activities with each variation of the Kreisleriana; he writes with 

disdain of the modem Wtuoso 's "mediocre body, trained, streamlined by years of 

Conservatory or career, or more simply by the interpreter's insignincance, his 

ind8erenceW; finally he refers to the stmggle to write about the musical figures of the 

body since "As body (as my body), the musical text is riddled with losses" (1 98Sd, 303' 

308). Barthes claims that "there is a site of the musical text where every distinction 

between composer, interpreter, and auditor is abolished" (1985d, 303). Even though 

Barthes obviously places interpretive and experiential importance on the body in musical 

experience, 1 remin unclear ultimately as to whether Barthes has not simply constructed 

an alternative metaphor that is different in name, but not kind' than Cone's vision: the 

composer's body - wherein the listening process involves far more than the disembodied 

reception of the composer's musical imagination, but still ody incorporates the listener' s 

body into musical experience in a narrow and metaphoricdy reliant way. 

Arnong the many scholars who have interpreted Barthes, Michael Chanan has 

specifically chosen to use Barthes' phrase rnusicupractica as a key for analysing musical 

experience. According to Chanan, rnusica pructicu is "an ever-present f o m  of musical 

knowledge which takes on historical and social guises, but stiü remains the essentid 



feature of the way music is tninsmitted fiom generation to generation" (1994,28). Any 

concept of musical transmission immediately raises issues of both broadcast/production 

and reception, but Chanan seems curiousiy ambivalent about the inclusion of the listenefs 

body within murica practica. M e n  he descriks the Mener as a ''cornpliant consumer," 

reduced to "passive reception instead of active listening" (1 994,29), it is unclear whether 

he counts either reception or listening as forms of musicapractica. Kis account of the 

"profoundly passive" screaming teen-agers at a Beatles concert who hear bodily "in a 

dEerent sense: with exposed nerves and a raw skin," and description of "our nerves 

responding not as conductors along our body, the resonator, but as if they were merely the 

relays of conditioned reflex," intimate that these examples of the "rnass audience" listening 

expenence are removed fiom musica pructicu, despite the broadness of his own 

interpretation of the term (1 994, 30). Furthemore, by characterizing musica practica as 

"the forrn that musical knowledge takes direct& fiom musical practice" (1 994,28), he 

continues to divide human experience into knowledge and practice, mind and body. When 

he traces the transformation of Western musicapractica to the spread o f  notation (1994, 

1 65) and its cultural and economic impact, he implicitly asserts that rnusica practica - 
despite its manifestation through the body - is socidy detemiined and intellectudly 

understood. For Chanan, deaf composers and performers are a paradox made possible no t 

because of "notation itself but the conceptual space it creates on which this paradox 

depends, for this conceptual space is intemalized by the musicians's inner ear" (1994, 58); 

but where is the paradox in a musician who cannot hear unless iistening itseifis an 

inextricable part of musicu practica? M e n  an actual physical incapacity affects the 



complicated tangle of sense and inteliect involved in the process of musical listening. 

sureiy the remediation cannot wholiy be found in the shplistic idea of "intemaked" 

musical space - mind conquering body, though this is precisely what Chanan seems to 

suggest. 

Chaoan makes an early observation about recording technology and the complicity 

of the contemporary commercial recording industry: 

In driving out the amateur, the whole vast modem commercial apparatus of 
music conspires to reduce the listener to the condition of cornpliant 
consumer, and thus to induce passive reception mstead of active listering. . 
. . The end result of the predominance and ubiquity of radio, records and 
thousand-pound hi-fi to the cheapest 'walkman', is that music becomes 
literally disembodied - in a word, the negation of musica practica (1 994, 
30). 

Unfortunately, this intriguing suggestion of disembodhent is lefi unexplained: how has 

music, as either an object or a process, become disembodied? What is the corpus of 

music? And if musica practica is knowledge taken ftom practice, how has it k e n  negated 

by recording technology unless listening is itself a kind of practice and a musical 

experience in its own nght? 1 applaud Chanan's juxtaposition of recording technology, 

musical experience and disembodirnent within his analysis of music as a social process, but 

disagree with the easy conclusions that he reaches. 

Richard Leppert is ano ther author who clearly takes account of the body in hk 

approach to the andysis of music as an imbedded social practice. In an essay that 

examines music's cultural significance via the visual depiction of musical activity, Leppert 

asserts that "musical discourse necessarily both precedes and exceeds the semantic 



quotient of any particular musical text" (1993, 17). He then States that: 

The semantic content of music - its discursive "argument" - is never solely 
about its %und and the act of hearing. It is instead about the complex 
relations between sight and hearing as these are registered and as they 
mediate the entire experience of king. Tbat experience is physical; 
intellectual, in the broad meaning of the word; and spkitd, though hardly 
resvicted to the religious or the mysticaL But it is especiaily to be 
understood as the result of mediations between the ear and the eye. The 
sononc landscape is peopled and hence interactive. It is extemal to the 
human subject yet intemdized by its sight and sound (1 993, 18). 

Leppert's acknowledgement of the human body in musical experience is both rare 

and suggestive. Music is understood as subjective, interactive and grounded in human 

sensory perception The importance of sight in musical experience has traditionally been 

given Little attention in musicological discussions of listening. While Cone acknowledges 

sight as an important component of musical expression, he clearly does not attach any 

independent or irreplaceable experiential value to the visual aspects of a musical work's 

performance: 

The physical conditions entailed by the perfomiance of a work are an 
essential constituent of its expressive content. Recordings and broadcasts 
thus depend to a large extent on the hearer's ab@ and willingness to infer 
these conditions fiom prior knowledge and fiom audible cues (1974, 125). 

For Cone, the eyes do not receive anything in a musical performance that cannot be 

inferred fiom the recorded object. The dramatic physical gesture, the unified nods of the 

ensemble, the expansive breath, and the dazzle of stage lights are of equally little 

CO nsequence in Cone' s musical experience. Rather, visual observances are simply treat ed 

as  helpfid b t s  for achieving a mental understanding of music's structural and expressive 



inner relationships. Cusick, on the 0 t h  han& descnks in detail the "scopophilic power" 

of sight within the musicai experience of listening to a Iive performance. For myself, as 

for most people 1 suspect, it would not be difnfult to recall a musical performance in 

which the musicians' physical appearances and motions either added to or detracted nom 

the purely aural impressions received, and having listened to Iwe musical performances in 

foyers and off-stage, 1 know how curious 1 rnay become about ail the visual movements 

suggested by what 1 hem; this is especially true if1 can't ident* or don't know the 

method of production of the sounds that 1 hear. Furthemore, performers' own 

cornmitment to the music and the performance are made evident visudy in a way that c m  

influence how much 1 will commit myselfto listening and understanding the music that 1 

hear. 

In a section of the essay entitled "Contemplation and the Body," Leppert expands 

on some of the issues raised by Cusick: 

The pro blematics of contemplation, a "mental" act ivity, ernerge the 
moment mind intersects with body. The etiquette of "contemplation" is, 
before anything else, a controhg of the body in tirne, a workmg against 
the body, whether self-irnposed or irnposed by others (like parents who 
discipline their squinning children). And it is an etiquette that tums music 
nom an inherently participatory activity into a passive one in which the 
Mener maintains physical stasis by exerting the cultural force of wiU 
against the body's desires. The auditor rnay move toes in t h e  to the k a t  
but not hum, stomp feet, sway the torso, or b b  the head: bodily reaction 
to music in the concert hail must be neither audible nor visible. To give 
oneselfover to any of these reactions invites rebuke (1993,25). 

Leppert makes the important point that the distinctions between extemal enforcement and 

the individual' s O wn conscio us acts of will become increasingly blurred as part icular 



physical practices are socialiy proscnid and culturally practked. Over tirne, "a socidy 

required passivity of reception becomes a sirnulacru of the performance itself. . . Music 

in this guise acts as a sononc surveillance on the body, holding it captive to contemplation. 

. . whether the auditor actuaiiy contemplates is perfectly irrelevant to the demand" ( 1993, 

25). 

While Leppert's argument certauily accords with my own understanding of how 

academic practice has presented musical experience as a mental activity removed fiom the 

body, 1 would raise the additional point that incidental rapt musical attention may also 

operate in a way that places the body into a passive and un-self-conscious state. Musical 

experience, in the context of a live performance, rnay involve hearing, vision and perhaps 

even a viscerai sense of touch (Le., rumbling bass beats) as has been descnkd by Cusick 

or Chanan, but our conscious awareness of these sensorimotor operations will dissipate 

the more intently we use them. This, in fact, is the phenomenological working of Leder's 

ecstatic body - the body whose organs and senses are constantly engaged in focal and 

background disappearance as we focus upon various human activities. My point in raising 

Leder's analysis of the ecstatic body is not to deny the influence of culnual and social 

hegemonic practices in Western art music as performed and listened to, but to place 

listening within an entire garnut of human perceptuai behaviour. The way in which human 

beings Listen to musical objects is deeply, but w t  whoily, shaped by social and cultural 

factors and changes in the musical object; there is also the fkequently overlooked fact that 

recording technology itself has had a direct and irrevocable impact on the physical context 

of the listening experience. I submit that the endorsement of ideal listening models, such 



as a focus on the composer's voice of Cone, is not oniy a matter of hegemonic social 

practice or the preservation of a restrictive canon of musical objects, but a h  a utopian 

ideal that has been first enabled, then superseded, by technological developments and 

altered listedg realities. 

Rather ùonicdy, Leppert's focus on the importance of vision for the interpretation 

of musical experience is rather anachronistic in an age of reproduced mwics. One of his 

reasons for concentrating on visual representations rather than written eyewitness 

accounts of the sight and sound of musical performance was a desire to avoid the mental 

translation of visual and aura1 experience into linguistic images and written language. 

According to Leppert, painting "incorporates the way of hearing: the artist m u t  produce 

images in such a way that their meanings will be congruent with those produced by sight 

and sound together in the h e d  experience of the original and intended viewer" (1993, 

mci). In other words, sight is said to be a medium which captures, expresses and receives 

musical experience more direct& than language; in large part becaw the "three- 

dimensionai and sonoric world" at Ieast retains two-dimensions in the medium of visuaI 

art, and the mediation of the -en word is avoided. Leppert M e r  argues that the 

"visual code functions through the human body in its efforts to produce and receive music. 

When people hear a musical performance, they see it as an embodied activity. . . . Visual 

representation in effect encapsulates more or Iess all of the embodied activity" (1993, 

) Regardless of the fact that the above rationale is inevitably underniined by the fact 

that he mut at les t  "processy' his own insights through the medium of written language, 

his clear siting of musical experience within the sensing and sensual body remains 



Sound as sight, sight as discourse, discourse as meaning: while Leppert's basic 

premise incorporates a phenomenological approach that explicitly ackno wledges musical 

expenence as an embodied activity, his method for extracting social meaning fiom artistic 

depictions of the musical body at times collapses musical experience into a mere exercise 

for finding visual symbois. With his analysis of Femand Khnopff's painting, Listening to 

Schumann (1 883), Leppert afnrms "a social experience of the hierarchy of senses that 

came into king with the hegemony of typographie culture and that continues to ground 

the modem subject" (1 987, 1 78). In the painting, a woman is seated in a bourgeois 

domestic setting. A piano and a pianist 's playing right hand is seen at the left of the 

painting. and the seated central figure is a woman widi her back to the piano, her eyes and 

lower face obscured by her raised hand. For Leppert, the painting is a double denial of 

music as an embodied experience: first, "the painting uiforms us that its subject is sonority, 

and it tells us what we should hear whde looking" (1994,232) - but we c m  oniy s e ,  and 

no t hem, the effects of the music; second, the woman7s averted gaze shows us someone 

who is in effect denying the effects of music - "The averted eyes of the painting's Mener 

register the horror of the body, and a plea for something that cannot - ought not - be: 

Schumann without loving, Schumannqua thoughty7(1993, 233). Myproblem with this 

analysis is its Wtual equation of musical experience with sight. Not seeing is not 

necessarily the sarne as not hearing . 

Leppert contrasts Khnopff s painting with his reading of Barthe's ideas "about the 

body, the erotic, the sensual; the music of Schumann is for him rekutionul" (1993, 232). 



But Barthes was not writing of a simple rehtionship between vision and hearing, or the 

performer's body and the listener's body. Rather the primary relationships occurred in the 

complex interactions between a composer, a performer and a listener's body, mind and 

imagination Certainly, Barthes did not partition the human king so as to give a leading 

role to any particular sense. Perhaps as Leppert &tains, the painted listener is in fact 

denying music by reducing herseif to her aural facdties. On the other hand, Leder's 

depiction of lived experience dows me to surmise an alteniate explanation: an exnbodied 

musical experience so intense that even the listener's vision is engaged in background 

disappearance, even as her ears become the sole site of focal disappearance. Since 

Khnopff is patently restricted to appealing to our visual sense, he dows  his viewers to see 

sornething of the musician that bis listener has allowed to slip into the background, but the 

fact that Khnopff does not depict any more of the pianist does not necessariiy mean that 

the central listener is refbting music experience as an embodied practice. SÛnilarly, 

Leppert 's point that the pianist "has no ears for us to see hirn hearkig" seems specious; 

how does the mere fact of portraying a pair of ears dow one to see another hearing, and 

how would a painted set of ears succeed in giving music the body that "proposes, leads, 

coordinates" descnid  by Barthes? Granted, Knopff could weiI have been motivated by a 

desire to depict rigid self-imposed self-control of the body over t h e ,  in which case it is 

not difncult to agree with Leppert that the woman in the painting symbolizes a denial of 

the body in musical experience. If, however, Knopff wished to depict a Rornantic ideal of 

music as  a transcendent experience that engages the listener's ears so profoundly that she 

willingly abandons her familiar domestic setting, then the woman in the painting 



symbolizes a somewhat more ambivalent interpretation of musical experience. 

Furthemore, Leppert's analysis of Listening to Schumann, even r i t  is appropriate to the 

pre-sound reproduction era, is certainly no t necessarüy true today. Could any listener be 

accused of denying the body sirnply because he is seated with his chair turned away fiom 

the stereo speakers, or she is gazhg out of the window rather that at the flashhg compact 

disc laser? 

I take issue not with the centrality of sight in Leppert 's analysis of musical 

experience, but his seeming assertion that sight is necessas, not just for the depiction of 

musical experience, but for proper musical embodiment itself. This mode1 of musical 

listening ultimately is as constricthg as Cone's traditional musicological approach, and 

Ieaves linle room for understanding the changes in listening experience which have been 

engendered through the invention of sound reproduction. In the next chapter, 1 SM 

examine more closely how recording technologies intersect with traditional and 

developing ideas of embodiment within musical expenence. 



CHAPTER IV 
THE PHENOMENOLOGICAL IMPACT OF RECORDING TECHNOLOGY 

A. . * JXecordLie Technology m History 

The invention of the phonograph was officcially announced and patented by 

Thomas Edison in 1877, but the basic scientific processes involved in the recording of 

sound on physical O bjects had already been discovered by various individuals: in 1 807, 

Thomas Young created physical impressions of sound via a sharp metal stylus that traced 

vibrating aura1 wavefom ont0 a revolving wax-coated cylinder; in 1856, Leon Scott de 

Mariinville's "phonoautograph" cut grooves onto a lampblack cylinder through the use of 

a diaphragm and horn that could pick up acoustic vibrations directly fiom the air, 

Alexander Graham Bell built a device in 1874 that traced  MU^ wave patterns through a 

stylus' sympathetic vibration with a corpse's ear attached to a rnetal hom (Chanan 1995, 

23); M y ,  in 1877, Edison and Charles Cros independently discovered the means for 

preserving the stylus' tracings on lampblack cylinders so as to d o w  playback of the 

preserved sound impressions (Dellaira 199 1,3). The term "phonograph" was first used 

by Cros, but Edison, who was working to discover essentially a telephone message 

machine, was the fist to patent and build an actual working prototype of a phonograph 

(Hamm 1975,254). 

Edison published an article about his new invention in the North Amerkm Review 



in 1 878, and Listecl a number of suggested uses for the phonograph. Almost every one of 

Edison's ten suggested uses concern preserving the style and substance of spoken human 

language - the dictation of letters, recording farnily sayings and voices, teaching elocution, 

presexving ianguages, capturing educational lectures for lat er reference, and recording 

telephone messages. As for music, Edison simply noted that it could be reproduced, and 

recorded for "music-boxes and toys" (Chanan 1995,3). Even though music was arnong 

the firt aura1 phenomena to be recorded (specificaliy, two versions of "Yankee Doodle" 

played by comettist Jules Levy (Hamm 1975,254)), Edison's failure to recognize the 

recording cyiinder's entertainment potential as a means of reproducing music was 

understandable given "the very Lunited quaiity of the sound of which, like the telephone, it 

was initiaily capable. The sounds we are used to today are in another claçs" (Chanan 

1995,3). 1 take this as indicating that the perceptual experience of listening to a 

recording made on a cylinder must have dsered markedly fiom the experience of listening 

to a live musical performance, even ifone only has regard to the sense of hearing alone. 

Edison's original cylinder was made out of tinfoil, and even &er its replacement with the 

wax cylinder, the up-and d o m  grooves were quickly worn afier only a few play backs, 

resulting in much surface noise. The mechanical etching of grooves, with a stylus attached 

to a diaphragm that moved according to sound vibrations directed into a hom, managed to 

catch only a narrow band of rnid-range sound kquencies. As weU, cylinders were initially 

capable of recording only about two minutes of music per cylinder; the playback of longer 

pieces of music therefore required multiple cylinders and fiequent interruptions for the 

changing of cylinders (Hamm 1975,256). 



The a d  dserence between a piece of music recorded on a cylinder. and the same 

piece heard in live or domestic amateur performance, should therefore have k e n  

irnmediately apparent. Of course, it can always be argued that at the tum of the twentieth- 

century, the sheer novelty of playback capacity would bave prompted unsophisticated and 

amazed listeners to simply equate ail their listening experiences, as long as the piece of 

music that was heard was recognizable and familiar. In other words, the listener's own 

memory and imagination would simply have ignored surface noises, and nII in the wider 

fiequencies perceivable in Live performance, no matter what their ears actually heard when 

Listening to the cylinder; recording companies and other commercial interests in the early 

twentieth century certaidy did their best to encourage such an audience response.'* 

Alteniatively, it could be argued that uneducated listeners were so unused to engaging in 

concentrated iistening during live performances that they were actuaily unable to detect 

the inferior quality of cylinder sound recordings. While it is impossible to prove 

conclusively that the above hearing processes didn't occur, 1 subrnit that both the very 

novelty of musical recording and playback, and the actual physical expenence of operat ing 

"'The marketing of the Edison phonograph at the turn of the century has recently 
k e n  exarnined by E& Thompçon (1995), who traces the '?one test" - a recital that 
combined live performance by a well-known performer and recordings of that performer. 
She concludes that: 

the pro blem of determining whether or not audiences truly mistook the 
record for the artist is of limited signiticance. While people may or my not 
have agreed with the officially proclairned outcorne, it is clear that tone 
tests provided listeners with a tooi, a resource that enabled them to 
transform their conception of what constituted "real music" to include 
phonographic reproductions (1 995, 160). 



and hearing a phonograph, would have made it extremely dficult for anyone Iistening to 

music on a cylinder to confuse that expenence with the more familiar one of hearing music 

in iive performance, no matter how effective the commercial claims of perfect aura1 

fidelity. The nineteenth-century listener would have k e n  ovenvhelmingly aware of 

listening to a mechanical device in the o t h e h  familiar physical context of a domestic 

home or public space, purchashg and holding soiid cylinders, cranking the phonograph 

handle. And these factors of sound reproduction remain phenornenologicdy relevant for 

today's listenen, even d e r  the tremendous advances of quality that have occurred in 

sound reproduction over the last century. 

In fact, O ther techno Iogical advances in music recording and reproduction quality 

have continued to have significant effects on the phenomenological experience of iistening. 

In addition to the cylinder's poor sound quality, the other key technological lack that had 

inhiiited the initial growth of a commercial music recording industry "was that every 

recording was an original: there was no means of mass replication. . . In short, in its 

original form the invention that prornised the repeatable recording but not its replication 

was able to capture the imagination of a potential market but not to satis@ it" (Chanan 

1995, 5). Mass production was not commercidy practicable until E d e  Berliner's 1 887 

patent of a duplication method that chemicaiiy etched recorded vibrations onto a metal 

disc rather than a cylinder. The disc was then used to produce a reverse metal master disc 

that would be used to stamp out copies (Chanan 1995,27). By 1904, the 12 inch, 78-rpm 

disc offered four minutes of music per side, but the disc's 168-2000 Hz. acoustic range 

(compare this with the 20-20,000 Hz. range of modem long-playing records (LPs) before 



they thernselves were overtaken by compact discs (CDS)) was aiïï a handicap to sound 

quality, especially given the acoustic complelcities of classical music. In 1 925, the 

incorporation of electricity - microphones in recording and electromagnetic pickup and 

speaker systems for playback - greatly enhanced what had k e n  heretofore purely 

mechanicd processes. Wartime technology introduced magwtic tape and higher 

fiequency bands that were later cornmercially exploited. In 1948, the development of 

inexpensive 3 3 113-rpm LPs improved sound quality M e r  while also dramatically 

increasing the disc's sound storage capabdity; one LP could now record the same length 

of music as five 78-rpm discs. Finally, the LP was given "greater apparent physical 

dimension of sound" (Hamm 1975,260) with the introduction of two-channel stereo 

sound in the late 1950s, and quadrophonic sound in the early 70s.') 

In the last decade, LPs have been essentially replaced by CDS as the chosen 

original medium for recorded music. CDS are cut and played back through the use of 

miniature lasers, and boast an increased acoustical range, minimal surface noise, 

considerable resistance to Wear and tear, the convenience of low maintenance, and a 

srnaller, lighter size. These advantages have easily conquered objections that "the 

dserence in the quahty of reproduction, ifcompared with the dinerence between acoustic 

and electrical recording, is minimal. . . and discerning musicians tend to cornplain that the 

sound is too analytic and clinicai" (Chanan 1995, 167). Regardless of such untàvourable 

')For a far more detailed history of the development of music recording, see Hamm 
1975 and Chanan 1995. Hamm's account relates coloumil details about recording artists 
and particular pieces of recorded music, while Chanan attempts to place recording history 
within a postmodem economic and cultural context. 



opinions, the advent of the CD is generally hailed as a favourable technological advance. I 

personally remember joyfuiiy giving up the labourious practice of applying record 

preservative to new LPs, dong with the ntuals of cleaning the dix, brushing the playing 

stylus and k g  the anti-static gun before playing any side of a fàvounte LP. Evan 

Eisenberg, after recalling similar practices fiom his record-playing days, observes: 

Ail this sounds toilsome but soon cornes as naturally as laymg phylacteries, 
and then one can hardly bear to put a record on othenvise. There is 
something soul-satisfjhg about a ntual that separates music fiom noise, 
culture fiom chaos. (On the other hand, lately 1 have been buying 
cassettes. 1 am no longer Orthodox, either) (1987, 53). 

Once I had become accustomed to the hiss-£iee playback of my new CDS, I found the 

surface noises on rny LPs moying. The CD, with its hands-off convenience and pristhe 

recording quality seemed to d o w  me to "get to the music" more quickly. 

NI of the above technologicai irnprovements, dong with the simple passage of 

tirne that has dowed entire generations to grow up taking recorded sound for granted, 

have played a role in decreasing sorne of the phenomenological distinctiveness of the 

experience of Listening to a recorded object. CDS and their players require little, ifany, 

ritual maintenance, and their static-fkee play invites the Mener to ignore the fact of the 

recording process. As Dellaira has noted: 

That one c m  conclude on hearing the scratchy and slightly tinny surface of 
a recording that it sounds "old" raises interesthg issues about the way we 
hear not just the piece and a particular performance of it, but about the way 
we can LiteralIy hear the state of recording technology at the t h e  the 
recording was made. In other words, one can conceivably date a particular 
recording by the sound of its sudiace (1991, 1 1). 



The CD's minimal "surface sound" fits in neatly with the commercial sound producer's 

constant search for verisimilitude in the recording of Western art music, a verisimilitude 

that has traditiody been "meanired by the extent to which the recording apparatus can 

rernain neutrd and non-intrusive" (Dellaira 199 1, 1 1). The key to verisimilitude, of 

course, lies in the uppearance of tmth - as triggered aurally in the case of recorded 

objects. The less 1 hear the recording process, the easier it is to equate recorded sounds 

with my memones of those soumis heard live. Furthemore, if I've never heard particular 

sounds or pieces performed live, the recorded sounds becorne my sole phenomenologicaI 

experience of the piece of music; the question of how rnuch the recording actually 

captures the a d  presence and space of a real performance becomes almost a moot issue. 

Even if the Mener is prompted to imagine a live performance when listening to a 

recording, and is able to ignore the physical impossibility of a particular recorded object 

(for example, Ransom W i o n  has reco rded himself, through the magic of multi-tracking, 

playing ali the flute parts in an arrangement of Steve Reich's Vermont Counterpoint), his 

or her imagination would fashion an image that lacks the nchness of actual experience. 

With the advent of music produced through electronic synthesis and cornputers, 

the listener's r ecd  of phenomenologicai experience is given an even srnaller role. Dellaira 

notes that even though many electronically generated pieces manipulate sound in a way 

that would easily d o w  a listener to continue to imagine distinct instruments and musicians 

as responsible for the music, the image of a "performance" is impossible: 

It's the mechanics of getting these sounds onto tape (the gesture) that can't 
be known to the listener, even to one well-versed in how "this kind", i.e., 
any kind of electronic music is made. It's too hard for the Mener to 



know, much l e s  imagine, just what the composer exactly di& this whole 
process of getting music from brah to ear back to brain again is invisible to 
the Mener, mediated by machine and gadgetry (1 99 1,28). 

Ironically, at the same t h e  that recordhg technology has in effect increased the 

average Mener's capacity to ignore the fact of recording, advances in playback have 

dowed recorded objects to be heard m physical contexts that are increasingly removed 

fiom the experience of a lïve performance. The high q d i t y  of recorded musical sound 

invites listeners to close theV eyes, focus exclusively on the senshg of their ears until 

hearing itself is lost in focal disappearance, and pretend that they are redy present at a 

musical event. There is therefore a clear and seemingly mutually complementary 

correlation between recording quality that effectively obscures the fact of the recording 

itself, and Cone's ideal mode1 for listening to senous Western music. On the other hand, 

the portability of recording technology ailows music to be played back anywhere, even in 

circurnstances where some other sensorirnotor activity or object is clearly (and necessarily) 

a central focus. Examples of two such technologies, the car stereo system and the 

wallunah will sewe to illustrate my point. 

Car stereos have corne a long way fiom their stereotypical manSestation as 

tremendously loud blasts of popular music that abruptly d h p t  whole neighbowhoods 

when youthfùl drivee speed through the quiet streets with a cranked up tape deck and a 

lead foot. In an article entitled "Great auto sound can carry a stiffprice," the 4 April 1996 

Edmonton Journal (Bergen 1996b) reported on auto sound cornpetitions in which novice 

competitors have spent between $3000 and $5000 on their car's stereo system The point 



of such systems Û not sheer volume capacity. but rather "The whole aim of the exercise is 

to allow someone to hem something approaching the quality of a live performance while 

sitting in the car." On the other hand, simple loudness is not an undesirable quality as long 

as "it's undistorted, balanced and properly filtered," or as one professional audio 

consuitant notes: "When a man or a woman is in their (car) domain, nobody t e k  them to 

tum it d o m "  The owners of expensive car audio systems unabashedly reveal their 

interest in certain issues, such as drawing attention to their car, having control and holding 

prestige, but what is interesthg to me is that the ultimate goal of car audiophiles stiU 

seems to be the recreation of one percephial experience - live performance, within an 

artificial environment that O stensibly e&s for another purpo se entirely - transportation. 

Driving, especidy in certain urban environrnents, cm be a challenging and absorbing 

physical challenge on its own. In the 4 April 1996 Edmonton Journal article entitled "Car 

became concert hall on wheels," the owner of a .  award-winning car stereo system 

estimated at $20,000 does not want to taik about the technical or financial hvestrnent 

made in his car; instead owner Ken Kwan States: 

Music is really a big deai in my Me. Music is emotional. You remember 
the music fiom an important t h e  in your Me, . . . Here, we're trying to get 
the music to sound real within the demandhg confines of a vehicle (Bergen 
1 996a). 

Kwan's desire to recreate a particular emotional experience of music involves getting 

music to "sound reai," even though his physical context within the car is utterly distinct 

fiom any traditional musicological ideal for concentrated listening. Quite obviously, Kwan 

and other car audiophiles do not consider his goal incongruous or unachievable, and this 



attitude is perhaps most understandable in terms of lived experience. 

in his description of the ecstatic body's "gestalt structure," Leder 

phenomenologically describes ho w bis body simultaneously invo Ives itself in multiple 

actional gestalts: 

while driving 1 may turn on the radio and won fkd myselfsinging dong. 
My ears and mouth here act as the Iùiked foci of a corporeal gestalt elicited 
by the music. This second structure does not mtenere with that involved in 
drivbg because of a certain intergestalt M. While focal in relation to the 
music, the ears and mouth are relegated to an inessential role in driving. 
Conversely, the eyes, hands and feet so central to driving play a 
background role relative to listening to music. . . . coexisting gestalts may 
yet interpenetrate thro ugh prere flective corporeal syntheses. 1 may find 
myself accelerating when a façt song cornes on the radio; the very 
temporality and spatiaiity of the road are dtered by diffierent sorts of music 
(1 WO,24-25). 

Leder points out how different senses and areas of the body recede fiom conscious 

attention as the human body engages in complex and simultaneous operatiom. Any 

person who has expenenced music intensely wiU recd moments of listening during which . 

most of his or her body simply disappeared - unially because of background 

disappearance. That is, body parts such as neck and shoulders and senses such as taste 

were forgotten, because they played no active role in listening. Conversely, a person's 

sense of hearing would have k e n  equally forgotten during iistening, becaw they 

occupied such a central focal role; hearingfrom the ear to music results in the ear's 

structural disappearance f?om self-consciousness. Driving actually focally occupies certain 

body capacities that are typicdy forgotten during the process of listening to music 

because they are obscured in background disappearance. The result can therefore feel the 



sarne because the driver's ears are occupied in focal disappearance. and the rest of his 

body disappears fkom consciousness as well (though for reasons of involvement with a 

separate focal activity, and not just because of background disappearance). Analysed in 

this way, the car audiophile's reference to "real" sound is perhaps not so anachronistic 

after ail, since the reality of his or her musical experience keIy includes the lived bodily 

experience of sensory absence that can be recreated within a car. Of course, listening to 

music in an operating vehicle carries the caveat that the car cm at any tirne demand one's 

focal attention, or disnipt the fine balance that aflows one's body to recede into 

background and focal disappearance. 

The wallanan goes even M e r  than the car in bringing musical experience into 

new contexts and circumstances that are utterly foreip to traditional live performance 

venues of Western classicd music. Shuhei Hosokawa has descnid the walkman Mener 

a s  king in "the world of listening to music alune. . . he is the minimum. mobile and 

inrelligent unit (Robert Fnpp) for music listening" (1 984, 167). At the sarne tirne, the 

whole point of the miniature, portable and private waikman k that it enables its user to 

engage in what Hosokawa calls the "wak act." People with walkmans are entirely mobile, 

physicdy fiee fiom any of the bodily restrictions traditiondy associated with listening to 

Western art music, whether in live performance or on a stationary audio unit; even car 

stereos confine Meners to those spaces accessible to a vehicle and tether the car's 

occupants within heargig distance of the car speakers. This contrasts with the walkman 

as the finai step in the development of "music whose source voluntarily or hvoluntarily 

moves fiom one point to another, coordhted by the corporal transportation ofthe source 



owner(s)" (Hosokawa 1984, 166). Walkman users are ffee to move to music or not. and 

they are fkee of king judged since no one else can hear what the user is listening to. 

Walkman owners are of course able to use wallunans in a non-mobile manner, but the 

special noveky of the walkman is its integration of the experience of listening with an 

infinite number of other perceprual experiences: "the waiking subject is always in the un- 

predetermined process of the visual, auditive, oractive, gustative, tactile transformation of 

his integral experience through the ongoing change of his point of view" (Hosokawa 1984, 

172). Hosokawa offers the following insights into the walk act: 

listening is hcidentally overiapped by and mked up with different acts: as a 
listening act, it is not exclusive but inclusive, not concentrated but 
distracted, not convergent but divergent, not centripetal but centritkgal. In 
an addiiionaZ l istehg act, as opposed to a subtractional one (for exampie, 
a classical concert), music is in-corporated [sic] with &en elements which 
are usually taken as non-musical. . . . with the walkman an amalgam 
composed of music and body is brought about and its user invents the art 
of their coordination on a daily level in order to figure a 'short circuit' in 
the place he is walking around. Whether it is the walkman that charges the 
body, or, inversely, the body that charges the walkman, it is ditFcult to say 
(1984, 176). 

In t e m  of Leder's phenomenologicai analysis, the walkman is a technological toy 

that fits perfectly with the body's own ability to engage in constant focal and background 

flux. The phenomenologicai body engaged in the walk act can be focaiiy engaged in 

listening, watc hing, tasting, s m e h g  , the exercise of particular muscles. or a combination 

of any number of these activities. Background disappearance also remains unstable given 

the freedorn inherent in the walk act, since any part of one's body rnay be required at any 

tirne, leaving the rest of the body to fade into background disappearance. The body's 



iived experience during the use of a walkman will therefore involve using daerent 

sensorirnotor capacities in various combinations that will efface not ody the individual's 

awareness of her own facculties as they are put into use, but may also momentarily effice 

the Mener's awareness of the musical object as l istehg itselfgains and loses prominence 

withm the corporeal field. It would be hard to think of a greater contrast to Cone's 

listening ideal, excepting perhaps a deliberate refiisal to iisten to or engage with music. 

Curiously, the walkman itself is a c t d y  a technical regression The wdkman 

device is generdy capable of fewer functions than the average tape deck, which can also 

record and broadcast sound over speakers. Hosokawa concludes that the "walkman 

constitutes a new paradigm owing to its 'revolutionary' effects on the pragmatic - not 

technical - aspects of musical listening" (1984, 169). 1 agree that the walkman does not 

change the listening experience because of its tec hnological po tent iaI, but because it 

captures just enough of the essence of listening to music to ailow the walkman user to 

control and alter his or her own listening experience. The lived expenence of üstening, 

and consequently the musical O bject whic h is the subject of that Listening, can be 

individually tailored in the wak act to a degree never before possible. 

B. me Listener And Technological Contro l 

The simple fact is, listening to music is never "simply" an aural experience. Cusick 

alludes to this when she contmsts her irnagined presence at a vocal recital by Jessye 

Norman with listening to N o m ' s  recorded performance: 



Yet recording technology radicaily changes the ways both listeners and 
performers behave - perform - during the "performance." For as Meners 
we need not be in the dark; we need not sit still; we need not be silent. 
Because we can arrange to be alone when we Men, we can experience 
Norman-as-voice in a situation of the most private intimac~ we c m  have 
her all to ourselves. Because we can move about, expressing our 
experience of ecstasy any way we choose, we need not focus on it as an 
exclusive experience of minds and ears. We cm choose to replicate 
Norman's disappearance mto the bigher power that is "the music itself" - 
or we can choose not to. The ritual of sharing the performance of 
complementary bodily obedience to higher power is disniantled: O* 

Norman's body m u t  be disciplined to produce the performance we will 
share (1994% 101). 

Cusick's thoughts on recording technology highlight issues of choice and control. In the 

era of exclusively live musical performance, a Mener generally had the initial choice to 

attend a performance, but once the choice to attend was made, social mores and cultural 

practice dictated certain kinds of physical behaviour, and promoted a certain ideal mental 

listening process (Leppert, 1993,25). The audience at a live performance of Western art 

music is given something to hear, something to see,14 a pre-decided program order, and 

theûowntaskofphysicalseKdiscipiine to perfom Recording technologyhas inlarge 

part displaced the reality, if not the idealization, of this type of listening. 

Cone takes particular note of the factor of control when he describes it as: 

the hdamental difference between perforrning and Listening - the reason 
why, although the perforrner must listen carefully to the music he is 
making, and the intent Mener mentaliy perfonns the work he is hearing, 
the attitudes of the two are dissirnilar. The question is one of control. The 

I4One could argue that a Mener is always fiee to shut theû eyes during a concert; 
while 1 have on occasion closed my eyes durhg parts of a live performance, 1 never do so 
for prolonged periods because of the twin fears that neighbouring observers will think that 
I am ignorantly sleeping through the performance, and 1 will miss some vital, spectacular 
or funny visual cue. 1 don't think that 1 am entirely alone in experiencing these anxieties. 



performer directs, or takes part in the direction oc the course of events in 
the composition. . . . The listener has no such opportunity; he must submit 
to the direction of others (1974, 136). 

Recording technology gives Meners fieedorn f?om the stricture of king purely 

passive bystanders whose only physical functions involve using their ears and clapping on 

cue. Stereo audiophiles have always had the capacity to select what music they will hear, 

alter its fiequency ranges and basdtreble detemime its order of hearing, and change 

volume, tone and balance. With the introduction of home digital sound processing 

modules, technology actually may ailow Weners to aBect fundamental change in the 

actual recorded object or performance; playback technology may soon enable listeners to 

perfect their favowite recordings by correcthg a singer's French pronunciation, erasing a 

flat solo oboe note, or slowing a conductor's too fast tempo without lowering overall 

pitch. Dellaira wonders about "the point where compositions (Irecordings) will emerge 

which encourage (and even require) the Mener's participation, via any number of these 

electronic devices, in 'completing' the piece. The question is not but when, the Listener 

of the recorded object will officially join the ranks of its performers" (1 99 1, 1 1 9). 

Technological control over playback is not just an htellectual exercise or a mental 

game played by modem consumen of recordings, it is a factor that is capable of 

pro foundly changing the phenomenological experience of listening to music. Benjamin 

was a c t d y  referring more to the visual arts when he wrote that "Even the most perfect 

reproduction of a work of art is lacking in one element: its presence in tirne and space, its 

unique existence at the place where it happens to be" (1968,222). However, the 



statement is e q d y  applicable to the realïzed perfonnance of a musical work of art. which 

may or may not retain the aura of a ''unique phenornenon of a distance however close it 

may be" (1968,245). Live performance, where charismatic performers engage in highly 

skilled complex tasks and listenea are bound to a strict code of public behaviour, places a 

distance between the audience and the music performed. When music is perforrned, it is 

given a reality tbat does indeed have a unique place in t h e  and space. Increasingly, 

musical recordings no longer document an actual single performance, much Iess a ïve one: 

single measures or notes may be recorded out of sequence, by musicians who need never 

be in actual contact, and mked by audio engineers in proportions unrealizable in reality. 

As Dellaira notes, there are "many ways in which a sequence of sounds can find its way 

onto a sequence of tape" (1 99 1, 9).15 

The factor of the Mener's technical contro 1 over recording playback M e r  

stretches the already extremely tenuous connection between recorded objects and a unique 

"presence in tirne and space" that is an actual performance. I wiU further illustrate this 

point by examining just one aspect of the concept of music in space - the relation of music 

and architecture, because the space in which one listens to music is such an intimate and 

inextricable aspect of the lived experience of listening. 

Kurt BIaukopf observes that the technical mutation of musical practice has directly 

afEected musical communication in a number of ways. One coosequence is that "music is 

"An interesting related point is whether the upholding by audiophiles of ceriain 
recordings as "de finitive" is not an attempt to create artifkially a h d  of aura unique to 
recorded perfomce.  That is, any mass recording c m  be simultaneously played in 
various locations, but the recorded object can still c l a h  the distinction of king an 
extraordinary recording that was captured in a unique tirne and space. 



no longer dependent on conditions given by the shape of the space in which it is 

performed. Architecture has 10s its direct innuence on the shape of music" (1992, 177). 

In a live performance, sound waves refiect nom the surfaces of the room in which music is 

performed; the element of reverberation is a unique and identifiable auml aspect of 

physical space, and aoy Mener who bas grown accustomed to live performances 

begin to ident* certain acoustics with the sight and feel of certain spaces.I6 Wth the use 

of music recording and playback, acoustics is no longer a matter of direct perception 

alone. A piece of music written for a large ensemble, to be performed in a grand concert 

hail or in an outdoor forum, must sound different in the confines of a smdl living room or 

a car. The recording's dynarnics, the acoustic characteristics of both the recording space 

and the listening space, details of microphone placement and production mix, and the 

electronic addition of reverberation to recordings with little resonance are all factors that 

change the actual sound of music as it is heard. Blaukopf makes the following distinction: 

Musical communication through the sensory channel corresponds to a fued 
room whose c haract erist ics are unchanging ; the techno Iogical transmission 
chamel corresponds to a variable room whose properties can be altered in 
the course of a single musical performance. This distinction, proposed by 
Fritz Winckei, makes it clear that technological development "goes beyond 
o u  natural sense of space" (Wmckel 1975, 180). Electronic alteration cm 
be taken so fhx that individual components of what is played can be given 
dserent reverberations (1 992, 185). 

Blaukopf makes the point that techno logicdy transmitted music has fundarnentally 

I6Musico logy has researched the links between compositional style, musical style 
and the room acoustics of the spaces in which particular musics were commody 
performed (i.e., large cathedrals, private chambers, arched theatres); see Blaukopf 1992, c. 
2 1 and references contained therein. 



erased the O Id distinctions of musical genre that had once been determined by social 

factors and acoustical properties. In other words, technology has changed the object of 

music itself. While 1 certainly wouid not deny this point, 1 think that it is equally valid to 

assert that technology has fûndarnentdy changed the very process of listerhg by altering 

our perception of the physical spaces in which music is played. The Mener's intellect may 

compensate for or ration& the incongmity of sitting in a basement bedroorn and hearing 

the interweaving voices of a Renaissance motet recorded in an ajr vaulted cathedral, but 

the mind alone cannot give the listener a lived experience that equals that of actually k i n g  

a Listener at such a performance in such a space. Here I will be careful once again to state 

that 1 am not directly discussing the phenomenological description of a piece of music 

itself. where it can be argued that a particular piece has an essence which "remains the 

same whether 1 am experiencing t now, remembering it, anticipating it, or judging it" 

(Clifton 1 983, 1 6).  Rather, 1 am stating that recording technology changes the physical 

wuy of listening, such that "loshg oneself' in the whot of music has become an 

increasingly artificid and difncult proposition. Most of the tirne, a recording is made of 

music that no longer occupies a unique place and t h e  in reality, and listeners nui only 

know this, they expect it. If 1 am asked to lose myself in a piece of music that 1 place in 

my CD player, 1 must rely wholly on my aural sense and my mental imagination, because 

my sense of vision and my physical sense of space have no actual or remembered input on 

which to operate. As DeUaira notes, "once recordings cease king documents - once they 

are eeed fiom the necessity of imitating real-the events (and referencing some other 

location) and are heard as soundworks in their own right, they become part of the physicai 



structure in which they are played back" (1 99 1, 1 1 8). At this point, an analysis of  the 

musical object without reference to phenornenological description and the physical context 

of Listening is both impractical and academically abstruse. 

If Western musicology's traditional valuation of musical O bjects is founded upon 

findhg "eternal values" inherent in the music of the academic canon, then inevitably the 

tradition requires great music to invoke the same (intellectual - given our society's 

valuation of the mental over the physicai) responses no matter how the musical object 

has ken presented. However, simpiistically to equate Live performance and recorded 

objects just because the musical object recorded is the same piece is neither a vaiid nor a 

realistic practice. Keane points out cognitive studies that reveal how 'heurom on the 

surface of the brain wiil respond, for example, when a visual stimulus is perceived at a 

particular point Li space (but not at other points) and wiil respond when an auditory 

stimulus is perceived at the sarne point in space (but not at others)." His response is that : 

Such an arrangement might weli suit the brain, but it often raises [the 
problem of music king grossly misrepresented by words]: we attempt to 
understand our musical experience by comparing it to our expenence of  
watching a sunset. We forget that it is only our response that the two 
actuaily have in common. The two phenomena themselves may be entirely 
different (1 982,329)- 

Perhaps musicology has placed simila. expectations on listening. That is, we cornmonly 

and casuidiy compare listening to Beethoven's iVinth Symphony in live performance and 

on a recording as if the two expenences were sirnilar and therefore comparable, but 

phenomenologicaily the two experiences are utterly dEerent. Yes, the notes are the same, 

the "music itseif" may be the same - but the essence of the listening experience has been 



transformed by technological possibilities. This need not be interpreted as a cornparison 

of the live performance and the recorded object, and it need not remit in the idealization 

of one over the other unless we enshrine a marner of listening that is easier to achieve 

with either live performance or a recording. 

This is not to say that a recording is incapable of king experienced in the same 

way as  a Live performance. For many, recordings have allowed them to actually 

experience the kind of ecstatic Iistening to Western art music that could be otherwise 

impossible or difncult to attain - either because live performances are geographicdy or 

financially unobtainable, or because aura1 and emotional concentration can be more 

diEcult in a concert hall context. Glenn Gouid, for one, enthusiasticdy praised the 

"analytic clarity, immediacy and indeed almost tactile proximity" of recordings above the 

"musical mercantilism" and "acoustical limitations" of the concert hall (1984,332-34). 

Othen pessimisticaily argue that "our audience today is an audience for recordings rather 

than an audience for music. . . The audience spurns creative experiment for the blander 

perfections of the recording studio. . . modem Arnericans are better consumers of records 

that ever before, but they are poorer music-listeners" (Ivey 1977, 8-9). Regardless of 

whether modem Meners are judged "dumber" after listening to recordings, they are 

undoubtably fieer to experience a number of different models of listening, and these 

choices are there not just because of changes in cultural practices or the sociological role 

of music, but because techno l o g  alters our lived experience of music. Our sensorho tor 

capacities and bodies are employed in the task of listening in a variety of combinatory 

mixes according to the difFerent means of technological playback. Ultimately, we face the 



question, once we become accustomed to the multiplicity of listening experiences and 

models which technology makes possible, of whether we would actually choose to accord 

the "object" of music the same status and intentional concentration that we had once given 

it, and mermore ,  whether we wodd even be capable of giving, or want to give, such 

concentrated attention. 

C. The Adequate Future 

The Swedish musicologist, OIa Stockfelt, completed a fiiscinating study in 1988 in 

which he traces Mozart's G-minor S'hony, K. 550 through the various arrangements 

and manifestations which it has undergone over the space of its two centuries of existence. 

Through analysing changes in the symphony's performance and reception Stockfelt 

develo ps a theory of "adequate listening" which recognizes that liçteners Men for 

dinerent things in relation to the sound of music. Even more importantly for my purposes, 

Stockfelt identifies iistening context as a primary determinant in the listening experience: 

how one Mens to music is conditioned by the situation in which one meets 
t .  Particularly with regard to music within the communal repertoire, one 
cm even assume that daily iktening is often more conditioned by the 
situation in which one meets the music than by the music itselfor by the 
Zistener 's primary cultural identity, at least within the rather homogeneous 
cultural sphere that comprises Western industrialized environments. Which 
mode of listening the listener adapts in a given situation is mainiy 
determined by how the Mener chooses to listen, that is, which mode of 
listening he or she chooses to adopt. This choice is, on the other hand, 
neither totdy eee or accidental (1 993, 157). 

Stockfelt recognizes that the extreme variability of Lûtening context available today 



is aill a relatively new development in the history of hearing music (1 993, 159); it is a 

development that self-evidently is linked to technological advances in recording and 

amplincation. Implicit in S tockfet ' s entire anaiysis is the phenomenological 

ackno wledgment that the cont extuai variety enabled by recording technology has effected 

pro found cbanges in the process of listening to Western art music. Recording technology 

has cut the threefold links that have historically ken amiuted to specinc musics, 

part icular listening environments, and certain kinds of relationships between perfo mers 

and beners. For example, a certain physical context and network of social relationships 

is implicated in the performance of chamber music in the early eighteenth century, written 

and perforrned at private functiom by musicians who were employed in the households of 

their noble lineners. By attniuting such curent importance to changes in listening 

environment, S tockfelt has had to make a connection between the lived body' s perception 

of the musical object, and how we value and choose to Men to the musical object itself. 

StockfeItYs research leads h i .  to conchde that: 

To listen adequately hence does not mean any particular, better, or 
"more musical, '"'more inteZIectuaZ, " or "culturally superior " way of 
listening. It means that one masters and adapts the ability to Zisten for 
understanding from the specific genre 's comprehensible context. 
Adequate listening is not a prerequisite for king able to assimilate music, 
to enjoy music, to learn how to recognize musical styles, or to create 
meaning for oneself fiom what the music expresses; it is a prerequinte for 
king able to use the music as a language in a broader sense, as a medium 
for real communication fiom composer, musician, a d o r  programmer to 
audiencellistener (1 993, 161). 

Stockfelt's practical and non-judgmental approach to his research fiees him fiom 

searching for, or assuming, the maintenance of those unchanging "etemal" characteristics 



in the Listening expenence which, according to traditional musicology, entrench the G- 

minor Symphony within the Western art music canon. Instead, he is fkee to reco- and 

theorize about the pivotal role of physicai conte* in the experience of listening. 

Traditional musicological investigations focus on how the musical object "should" be 

heard, and consequently run the risks of both missing the importance of changes effected 

in embodied listering by third factors such as  technology, and losing relevance for the 

contemporary audience. S tockfelt admonishes both his readers and himself to "develo p 

our own reflexive coasciousness and competence as active 'idle Iisteners"' (1 993, 166). 

As weU, he advises us that different modes of listening already exist and are in use, and we 

would therefore be much more productive in our understanding and teaching of musical 

objects if we took account of and emulated how ditferent modes of listening are app lied to 

the musical object. 

Of course, there are other influentid wrïters who take a decidedly non- 

phenornenological approach to the music experience of the fùture. The French economist 

Jacques Attali paints with broad bmsh strokes a socio-historical picture of the "political 

economy" of music (1985)' and in doing so he takes the daring step of regarding music as 

a dynamic, complex and prophetic metaphor for the real world. That is, Attali reverses an 

analyticd stance typical in Marxist economics, and treats music as  far more than a mere 

superstmcture activity that tarnely reflects a reality that is solely deterrnined by the 

economic infiastructure. Attali's extended metaphor regards noise as life - bbNothing 

essential happens Ki the absence of noise" (1 985, 3) - and music as the vital and political 

means by which noise is appropriated and controued; studying the world thruugh music is 



a way to gain unique insight into the means by which human beings wield power in and 

over the world. Attali traces four overlapping stages in his historïography of the 

relationship between music and the economy: sacrifice, representation, repetition and 

composition. In the final chapter of his study, Attali points to composition - "not a new 

music, but a new w q  of making music" (1985, 134) - as the hope and herald of a new 

society. Attali' s work is strikingly visionary in t s  M a g e  of music, political order and 

social change, but his analysis of musical experience is so utterly removed nom 

phenomenological Lived experience that his analysis ultirnately remains a didactic utopian 

ideal. 

Attali gives lip service to the body: 

Composition- a labour on sounds, without a grammar, without a directing 
thought, a pretext for festival, in search of thoughts - is no longer a central 
network, an unavoidable monologue, becoming instead a real potential for 
relationship. It gives voice to the fact tbat rhythm and sounds are the 
supreme mode of relation between bodies once the meens of the symbolic, 
usage and exchange are shattered. In composition, therefore, music 
emerges as a relation to the body and as transcendeme. . . 

But in composition, it is no longer, as in representation, a question 
of marking the body; nor is it a question of producing it, as in repetition. It 
is a question of taking pleasure in it. . . Any noise, when two people decide 
to invest their imaginary [sic] and their desire in it, becomes a potential 
relationship, hture order (1 983, 143). 

Attali's words sharply recall Glenn Gould's vision that "In the bea of  all possible 

worlds, art would be unnecessary. . . The audience would be the artist and their life would 

be art." (1984,353) As appeahgly ideaüstic as this concept is, however, 1 have a nurnber 

of objections to Attali's prernise of composition. First, the above analysis is heavily 

socially deterministic. Attaii initially refuses to characterize music as a simple 



superstructure activity, but he a h  seems to amime that music performance and listening 

lose their relationship with the body once society acbieves any kind of collective valuation 

for music; common practise marks music as soIely a product of labour, and the h e d  

experience of making and hearing music is ignored. For Attaü, composition leads to 

radical fieedom, but only ifit involves the creation of new, individualistic ways of making 

music in which people will take pleasure in the very process of producing differences. 

However, this analysis still Ieaves open the distinct possibility that some individuals will be 

better "musical producers of difference" than others, and society wül once again achieve a 

collective valuation - only this tirne it will be of the processes of music-making, and not 

the product of music. No matter how much Attali may mention "the body", his 

discussion of music as a prophetic and Iiberating force relies on a change in the cultural 

conception of composition, and not in the iived experience of music. In the inte- the 

enjoyrnent and fieedom that many individuais now expenence in their rnastery of 

established means of music-making and listening is sirnply discounted. 

Second, Attali does not explain how noise can become a relationship between two 

people who are each intent on composition - how is communication established if no one 

engages in listening? Attaii recognizes that his ided of composition as a "social form for 

the recreation of dEerence" will require "the coexistence of two conditions: tolerunce and 

autonomy" (1 985, 145). That û, everyone m u t  be willing to tolerate the noise of others, 

and they must persist in their own individual creation even if they f d  to fhd others who 

are cornposing in complementary modes. In the face of such twin dernands, 1 would add 

a third condition: interest. Even ifeveryone is capable of composition and given the 



opportunity to compose, how can it be assumed thar every person is actually interested in 

channelling theû creativity in such a W o n ?  Obviously Attali is operating in the rarified 

realm of metaphor when he rnakes the claim that music composition wiU enable both a 

"relation to oneself" and a collective creation (1985, 142, 143), since he ignores the level 

on which living individu& make the choice to engage in different experiential aspects of 

music-making and listening. 

Third, the new way of making music is heaviiy dependent upon new technology: 

"In composition, it is cartography, locai knowledge, the insertion of culture into 

production and a general availabdity of new tools and instruments" (1987, 147). 1 have 

argued that phenomenology gives me a tool for understanding how recording technology 

alters the expenence of listening, but phenomenological analysis has nothing to grasp in 

Attali's flat assertion that new instruments will enable individuals to compose for pleasure 

and relationship. Musical instruments take real time and physical discipline to l e m  and 

master. The use of existing instruments in ways that deliberately refite these fàcts is a 

social statement in itsel. and one that is hardly facilitated by the development of new 

instruments. More importantly, Attaii seems to assume that the cornplex ties that link the 

experiences of music-making, music Listening and physicd discipline have the one- 

dimensional character of social fetters that may only be cut with the invention of new 

instruments; he fails to understand that such links rnay in and of themsehes comprise 

pleasure and relationship. The lived experience of composing and playing music, whether 

computer generated or not, is inextricably linked to efforts of mind and body over tirne. 

Practising composers recognize this. When Luciano Berio was asked whether he had ever 



considered electronically mo-g traditional instruments, he replied: 

No. An instrument is never ody the sound it produces but also the very 
sophisticated actions of the performing musician. It is on this point that 
there is an mevitable deep connict between traditional instruments and 
electronics. In fact the involvement is often bricolage (possibly 
'tuikering') and their maniage produces hybrid creatures most of the tirne. 
1 feel that electronics shouid be put to better use. Maybe I have too much 
reverence for traditional instruments. We ail know that a grand piano is a 
symbol, a monument like the Eiffel Tower or Buckingham Palace, but it is 
a b  a fantastic musical machine of a much more complex nature than the 
electronics usually used to tamper with its interior. The evolution of 
instruments is always a process of a social nature. Instruments are never 
invented. In European culture the origins of an instrument are outside of 
the instrument (Emrnersen 1976,28). 

Ultirnately, Attali's version of music as the herald of social change is dissatisfyuig and 

unconvincing because it is disembodied; he writes of a construct of musical experience 

that is utterly removed nom the lived expenence of listening to or producing music. 

History bas been sacrificed to a vague technology-driven g h p s e  of fieedom that has also 

le fi the lived body behind. 

Glenn Gould, a musician with a somewhat utopian bent when writing of 

technology, at least has a more extensive understanding of the phenomenological aspects 

of musical experience. In one essay (1984), he pinpoints a feature of the relationship 

between the Linener and recording technology that relates back to an issue earlier 

highlighted by Edward Cone - control: 

At the centre of the technological debate, then is a new kind of listener - a 
Mener more participant in the musical experience. The emergence of this 
mid-twent ieth-century phenomenon is the greatest achievement of the 
record industry. For this Mener is no longer passively analytical; he is an 
associate whose tastes, preferences, and inclinations even now alter 
peripherally the experiences to which he gives his attention, and upon 



whose fiiller participation the future of the art of music waits. . . 
. . . 1s it not, then, inopportune to venture that this participant public could 
emerge untutored f?om that servile posture with which it paid homage to 
the statu structure of the concert world, and overnight, assume decision- 
making capac ties which were specialists' concems hereto fore? 

The keyword here is "public." Those experiences through which 
the Mener encounters music electronicaiiy transm&ed are not within the 
public domain. Because of the circumstances this paradox defines, the 
Mener is able to inddge preferences and, through the electronic 
modifications with which he endows the listening expenence, impose his 
own personality upon the work. As he does so, he transforms that work 
and his relation to it, fkom an artistic to an environmental experience ( 1984, 
3 47). 

The key change that recording technology enacts for the Mener, what it wiU 

continue to change in the fùture, is control over the listener's environment and physical 

expenence of music. Without denyuig that recording technology affects the recorded 

object through its influence over perfomers and composen, for the Mener, changes in 

recorded repertoire and technical playing standards do not compare with the revolutionary 

phenornenological differences engendered by the profound fieedom to choose where and 

how one will listen. While this fkeedom takes place within a cultural and social context, it 

is primariiy a physical freedom - a change in the body's lived experience. If 

phenomenology is not recognized as a real tool of musicological analysis, these and other 

future changes in the listener's experience of  music will not be adequately understood, 

since lived experience will be of linle relevance to a discipline that is exclusively focussed 

on detecting and explainhg changes in the object and its cultural interpretation. 



CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 

In an innovative historical analysis of the myriad links between math and science, 

Thomas Levenson writes of musical inquiry at the t m  of the fourteenth century: 

Experience - of nature, of human affairs, of the daily round of prayer and 
chant - ail this could r e m  revealed knowledge. Each encounter with 
the world could give depth and flesh to those truths aiready known and 
afnrmed by fiiith. But experience was a .  illustration, the exercise of reason 
a demonstration of essential verities. . . . 

To follow this line of thought, music becornes inadvertently a kind 
of laboratory within which to examine in =und the operation of Iaws that 
govem not just music, but all of creation. . . . The urge to expand the view, 
as it were, would have k e n  inescapable, built mto the longhg to examine 
more closely the tniths that music could expose. 

And that urge carries with it danger very like that Augusthe had 
sensed: the risk that experiments in sound would expose a gap between the 
experience of music made and heard and the underlying vision music was 
supposed to convey (1994,68). 

Levemn does not refer specifically to phenomenology when he writes of 

"expenence," but his insights into the period are extremely applicable to issues that 1 have 

raised in this paper. The disciplines of music theory and musicology have developed 

extensive foundational bodies of information about Western art musics; there are theories 

of pitch and structural anaiysis for pieces ranging fiom Gregorian chant to avant-garde 

electronic composition, and meticulously researched documents on the social and 

historical context of specific musical objects. As an acadernic discipline, musicology bas 



usefully revealed much about our evrience of music, but in do h g  so, it has generally 

reiied upon non-phenomenological methodology. As discussed in Chapter III, much of 

traditional musicology has focussed on a particular type of listening - ow that 

concentrates exclusively on the musical object and minimizes the lived expenence of 

listening; this approach carries with t the risk that Lived experience wilI diverge fiom the 

"reveaied knowledge" of experts. The "danger" of such a divergence has k e n  

exacerbated in the twentieth century with the advent of recording technology, for now the 

Iaboratory of music k no longer a place peopled only by composers, musicians and 

discerning musicologists. Socially and culturdy, the Mener may be constructed as an 

oppressed and manipulated individual, and technological innovation has c e r t d y  

contniuted to such a construction, but technology in itself has also given the 

contemporary Mener a degree of physical choice and control that is unprecedented in 

musical history. 

In his concluding remarks, the conductor Leinsdorf reveals the agenda behind his 

assurnption of the role of "composer' s advocate": "to wean professional musicians fiom 

leaming their music through the ear and guide them toward an independent and more 

reliable method of learning through the eye and the mind" (1 98 1,209). LeaWig aside 

completely the issue of whether musicians are actually in need of such a "weaning," 

Leinsdorf's confessions reveal what he regards as the three ways to Iearn music: the ear, 

the eye, the mind. Of these three options, what can listeners rely on in their musical 

experiences? For many listeners, the eye, in Leinsdorf's intended meaning of reading 



music scores, is not an option." However, listeners have the eye in its simple meaning as 

a sensorimotor capacity, the cars? the feet - and a muid that is williug to assume that 

control over the recorded musical object which technology has offered in the last few 

decades. The human body listens to, engages with, ignores, is enraptured by music, in 

ways that are increasingly diverse, and always dynamic in any given liçtening situation - 

fiom a live pefiormance to recorded sound. Leder's complex analysis of the body's focal 

and background disappearance is very apt for today's Mener, who does not need to 

choose to listen with the mind over the ear or the eye, or at least, does not need to be 

bound to conclusive choices lasting for any Iength of tirne. 

Leon Botstein regretfully observes that "The text of music has disappeared and bas 

ken  replaced not by the memory of sound once heard or the imaginary sound - the world 

engendered by printed signs and instructions (e.g., notes) - but rather by the recollection 

of repeated hearings of particular performances themselves CO nnimed in discont inuous 

and nonuniform pattern" (1 994, 182-83). For rnany conternporary listeners, it is 

inaccurate to assert that recorded sound has "replaced" anything, for musical text and 

imagined sounds triggered by a visual code have simply never been part of their own 

experience of music. Rather, their most familiar and dearest experience of music is rooted 

171,eon Botstein offers an interesting alternative use of the eye in his assertion that 
the nineteenth-century concert audience devalued the experience of playing and listening 
to music in favour of reading about music, which activity becarne the central way in which 
musical culture came to be communicated and acquired (1992). He states that "The route 
to good listening was entirely referential. Language made clear the 'mystery' inherent in 
music" (1992, 142). However, Botstein concludes thatfln-de-siecle audiences eventually 
rebelled against the imposition of literary conventions and values on musical experience, 
and once again sought a more idiomatic musical expression. 



in listening to the recorded object and in the operation of listening technology; when 

musicology fa to address the phenomenological truth of these fàcts, it faces that 

dangerous "gap between the experience of music made and heard and the underlying 

vision music was supposed to convey" (Levenson, 1994,68). 

In my earlier description of the Ravel Piano Concerto in G-minor, my intellectual 

and emotionai perception of the music might have k e n  achieved in the context of a iive 

performance (though it has never k e n  replicated so fm), but my embodied experience of 

the piece is uniquely tied to a physicd context that could not have k e n  achieved without 

recording technology. Whenever I have heard the concerto since, I have recalled the 

richness and privacy of that M y  embodied experience of listening in my parents' 

basement. For me, the essence of listening is not necessarily a replication of that singular 

mode of listening, but neither is it necessady the "losing of oneseli" into the life of the 

musical piece advocated by Cone, even though 1 have attended live concerts which have 

Ieft me astonished and deeply moved, my entire body drained with the un-self-conscious 

need to concentrate on, and take some part in, a mesmerizing performance. In fact, the 

essence of listening (tu a repertoire of Western art music which 1 continue to feel very 

strongly about) necessarily hcludes that flexibility and &eedorn of choice that has been 

advanced through the proliferation of recording technology. 1 may choose to attend live 

performances and Men in the dark with other members of the anonymous public, 1 may 

choose to stay in my home and place earphones upon my head while 1 move my body in 

time to the kat,  1 may choose to k e n  to Brahms or Berg while drivïng in rush hou  

traffic, but most importantly of a& 1 will choose to listen in all of these ways and places. 
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